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The Media Gateway (MGw) is a part of the layered network architecture. It is located in 
the user plane and is an interpreter taking care that transmitted data or speech is in a for-
mat an end-user device can understand. A trouble report (TR) includes one or more text 
files describing what has happened in a call in the MGw. Thus it takes a long time to figure 
out a setup of a call and what has actually happened in the call before one can even start 
to look at the actual problem. Obviously, there was a need for an improvement, which led 
to the research question: How to visualize textual information describing a call? 
 
Since nothing like this has been done earlier the thesis is divided into two parts. In the first 
part the different ways of implementing a parser tool were researched and in the second 
part the parser tool was implemented and tested. The main emphasis of the thesis is in 
the actual implementation and the analysis of the results. 
 
The first part of the thesis introduces the parser theory and sets the requirements for the 
parser tool. Moreover, a desk research with different parser generators was performed. 
Based on the result of the desk research the Pyparsing was chosen for developing the 
parser tool. 
 
The second part of the thesis describes the implementation and the results, and provides 
an answer to the research question. It was found that the parser tool is able to visualize 
the textual information in several ways; identifying a termination for a request, extracting a 
service information from a bitmap, showing whole context at all times, providing a stream 
mode and connection status in the graphical format. 
 
Moreover, it was found that the visualization made it is easier and much faster to get an 
overall picture of what was going on in a call. In addition, it made it easier to spot prob-
lems, e. g. seeing that there was no through connection or ensuring that the correct ser-
vices were reserved. The parser tool is currently used by several persons and there is a 
plan to integrate it to the test commander tool, which will include the output file from the 
parser tool automatically to the trouble reports in the future. 
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Media Gateway (MGw) hoitaa data- ja puheliikenteen verkkoratkaisussa, missä 
tietoliikenteen ohjaus ja käsittely ovat jaettu eri arkkitehtuuritasolle. Sen tärkein tehtävä on  
toimia tulkkina eri verkkojen välillä. Media Gatewayn vikaraporttissa on yleensä muutama 
logi tiedosto, jotka kuvaavat mitä puhelussa on tapahtunut. Nämä tiedostot ovat pitkiä ja 
pelkästään teksimuodossa, joten on aikaavievää selvittää mitä puhelussa on tapahtunut 
ennen kuin se on päätynyt vikatilaan. Tämä ongelma kiteytyy tutkimuksessa 
kysymykseen: Kuinka tekstimuotoista puheluinformaatiota voitaisiin havainnollistaa? 
 
Tutkimusta tekstimuotoisen puheluinformaation havainnollistamisesta ei ole aiemmin 
tehty, joten tutkimus jakaantui kahteen osaan. Ensimmäisessä osassa selvitettiin, kuinka 
puheluinformaatiota voitaisiin työkalun avulla parantaa ja toisessa osassa työkalu 
toteuttettiin ja testattiin. Työ painottuu työkalun toteutukseen ja tulosten analysointiin. 
 
Ensimmäisessä osassa esitellään jäsentely-teoria ja vaatimukset kehitettävälle työkalulle. 
Lisäksi selvitettiin eri vaihtoehtoja kuinka työkalu voitaisiin toteuttaa olemassa olevien 
parseri-generaattoreiden avulla. Tutkimuksen perusteella lupaavimmaksi vaihtoehdoksi 
todettiin Pyparsing-generaattori. 
 
Toisessa osassa kuvataan työkalun toteutus käyttäen Pyparsing-generaattoria ja työkalun 
testauksesta saadut tulokset. Työkalu tarjoaa vastauksen tutkimuskysymykseen. 
Työkalun todetaan havainnollistavan tekstimuotoista informaatiota monin tavoin 
muuttaessaan puheluyhteyden graafiseen muotoon. 
 
Lisäksi todetaan, että havainnollistaminen helpottaa ja nopeuttaa kokonaiskuvan saamista 
siitä, mitä puhelussa on tapahtunut. Ongelmien, kuten yhteyden puuttumisen tai oikeiden 
palveluiden varaamisen,  havaitsemisen todettiin myös helpottuneen. Työkalu on useiden 
ihmisten käytössä ja suunnitteilla on sen integroiminen osaksi test commander- 
työkalua, jolloin sen tuottama graafinen tiedosto liitettäisiin automaattisesti 
vikaraportteihin. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The Media Gateway (MGw) is a part of the layered network architecture, 
which separates call control from actual speech transmission. While the Mo-
bile Switching Center Server (MSC-S) in the control plane takes care of set-
ting up and releasing the call and any other negotiations needed between 
end-user devices, the MGw in the user plane is an interpreter taking care 
that transmitted data or speech is in a format an end-user device can under-
stand. 
A trouble report (TR) for the MGw is written when any problems are found ei-
ther in a live network or in any test phase, when implementing new features. 
In a trouble report a problem is described as well as the situation where the 
problem occurred. In most cases a trouble report also includes one or more 
trace and error (TE) log files. These log files are just text files describing 
what has happened in the MGw and mostly they are around 50 pages long, 
but they can be as long as 600 pages. Thus it takes long time to figure out a 
setup of a call and what has actually happened in the call before one can 
even start to look at the actual problem. 
Obviously there was a need for an improvement, somehow to see more eas-
ily what happens in a call. There was a need for a tool, which would read 
and filter a TE log file and then visualize that information in a graphical for-
mat. To be more precise, the tool should visualize a setup, any modifications 
and a release of a single call in the MGw. This can be wrapped up in a re-
search question: How to visualize textual information describing a call? 
There was no experience of such a tool and therefore a research was 
needed to define ways, tools and language for implementing the tool.  
The study consisted of two parts. In the first part the different ways of im-
plementing the parser tool were researched and in the second part the 
parser tool was implemented and tested. 
For the first part the method of the study was mostly desk research. Quite in 
the beginning it became clear that since there were a lot of parser genera-
tors available it would be better to use one of them rather than starting from 
scratch. The scope of the thesis was limited to study four selected parser 
generators in more detail. In addition to desk research, some experiments 
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were done with two different parser generators Yacc and Lex as well as Py-
parsing. 
For the second part the methods were experiments, tests and interviews. 
Unstructured interviews were used in the beginning to clarify the require-
ments for the tool as well as in the end to define the benefits of using the tool 
and further improvements. Experiments were used for implementing the 
parser tool and the tests were used for verifying that the tool worked as ex-
pected for different kind of call types and for different kind of TE logs. The 
scope of the thesis was limited to fulfill the requirements set in the beginning. 
This report is divided in ten chapters. After the introduction the next four 
chapters concentrate on the first part of the thesis; researching the different 
ways of implementing the parser tool. First some background information is 
offered; Chapter 2 introduces the Media Gateway and the services it pro-
vides, Chapter 3 presents Backus-Naur form (BNF); the metalanguage used 
for specifying grammars and Chapter 4 describes the parsing theory. Chap-
ter 5 concentrates on parser generator selection; before the actual selection 
is done in the end of the chapter, the requirements are listed and few candi-
dates are introduced.  
The rest of the report handles the implementation and testing the tool as well 
as presenting the results. Chapter 6 describes the selected parser genera-
tor, Pyparsing, in more depth. The actual implementation of the parser tool is 
presented in Chapter 7 and results for four different call cases are presented 
in Chapter 8. The last two chapters provide the conclusions and the sum-
mary. To provide an answer to the research question How to visualize tex-
tual information describing a call? the main emphasis of the study is in se-
lecting the parser generator (Chapter 5) and the results (Chapters 8 and 9). 
2 MEDIA GATEWAY 
The Media Gateway (MGw) is a part of the layered network architecture, 
which separates call control from actual speech transmission. While the Mo-
bile Switching Center Server (MSC-C) in the control plane takes care of set-
ting up and releasing a call and any other negotiations needed between end-
user devices, the MGw in the user plane is an interpreter taking care that 
transmitted data or speech is in a format an end-user device can under-
3 
stand. Figure 1 introduces different end-user devices and interfaces used for 
communicating with MSC-S and MGw. 
 
Figure 1: The interfaces of the Media Gateway (Nexus Telecom 2007) 
As can be seen in Figure 1, an end-user in PSTN network and an end-user 
in VoIP network cannot talk to each other unless some protocol conversion 
is done in the MGw. Figure 2 presents the hardware view of the MGw.  
 
Figure 2: The hardware view of the Media Gateway (Fyrö & all. 2000) 
The interface boards for different networks on the left side of the switch fab-
ric are needed to provide connections towards different networks. While the 
processing boards on the right side of the switch fabric provide different ser-
  ATM, TDM or 
MSC-S MSC-S 
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vices that the end-user devices need to be able to communicate. The scope 
of the thesis is limited to the devices running in the Media Stream Board 
(MSB). 
The services that the MGw, the interpreter, provides can be divided in 
speech coding, speech improvement, speech stream modification, data 
processing and frame handling services.  
Speech coding services include different algorithms performing transcoding 
of speech streams between different coding formats. With calls towards 
PSTN a PCM (G.711) codec is used, while a G.729 speech codec is used 
for voice-over-IP calls. Several different codecs can be used for mobile calls, 
such as AMR-NB, AMR-WB or EFR speech codecs. 
Speech improvement services include algorithms designed for improving the 
speech quality, such as echo cancellers, jitter buffering, noise reduction and 
other voice quality enhancement algorithms. Speech stream modification 
services include tone sender and receiver, DTMF sender and receiver, con-
tinuity check, multi-party call, global text telephony (GTT), which provides 
written dialogue instead of conversation for people with hearing disabilities 
and interactive messaging services.  
Speech and data calls both use frame handling services. These include the 
support for IP termination as well as frame handlers for the Iu and Nb inter-
faces. Data processing includes digital protocol converters and analogue 
modem converters, however data services are not a part of the present 
study. 
To make a call more than one service is needed and to get all needed ser-
vices in place, the connection chain is built up as shown in Figure 3. Each 
side has many protocol layers and needs to have the correct framing service 
for all of them. Then if the calling parties are from different networks a pair of 
voice coders is needed. Additionally some speech improvement services, 
such as echo canceller, might be needed. 
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Figure 3: The connection model in the Media Gateway (Fyrö & all. 2000) 
This chapter briefly presented the services the Media Gateway offers and 
how the connection chain for a call is built. Chapter 5.1 presents a closer 
look at a connection chain and introduces the related terminology for it. Be-
fore that the basics of the parsing theory need to be gone through and this is 
done in the next two chapters. 
3 BACKUS-NAUR FORMS 
Backus-Naur Form (BNF), which is named after John W. Backus of the US 
and Peter Naur of Denmark is one of the best-known examples of a metalan-
guage. It is used for syntactically describe a context-free grammar, which 
means that it is a formal way to describe a formal language. (McCracken 
2003: 129) 
In the following example in Listing 1 BNF is used for defining the grammar of 
the location information in trace and error log. This location information can 
be for example 002200/dspA or dsp1.  
<location_info>  ::= <board> / <dspid> 
  | <dspid>  
<board> ::= <number> <number>  <number> <number> <number> <number> 
<dspid>  ::= dsp <hexnumber> 
<anynumber>  ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 
<hexnumber>  ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | A | B | C | D | E | F 
Listing 1: BNF grammar definition for location information 
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In BNF format ::= means is defined to be. Other symbols are either terminal 
symbols, such as dsp or non-terminal symbols such as dspid. Only non-
terminal symbols can appear on the left side and they are always enclosed 
in angle brackets. Terminal symbols are literal strings, which cannot be 
changed by any rules of grammar and therefore they can never appear on 
the left side.  
The original BNF definition has been extended with Extended Backus-Naur 
Form (EBNF). It is not more powerful than BNF in terms of what languages it 
can define, it is just more convenient to use since it adds some operands to 
the syntax.  Table 1 lists operands for EBNF and Listing 2 shows the same 
location information in EBNF than in Listing 1 in BNF. 
+ 1 or more 
* 0 or more 
? optional 
succession of items matching tokens must occur in sequence 
|  either item may occur 
Table 1: Syntax of EBNF 
location_info  ::= (board /)? dspid 
board ::= number+ 
dspid  ::= dsp hexnumber 
anynumber  ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 
hexnumber  ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | A | B | C | D | E | F 
Listing 2: EBNF grammar definition for location information 
The EBNF notation is used for an example for different parser methods in 
Chapter 4.1 and it is used for defining the grammar for the parser tool in 
Chapter 7.2. 
4 PARSING THEORY 
Parsing (syntactic analysis) is widely used in computer science (for compiler 
construction, database applications, artificial intelligence etc.) and in linguis-
tics (for text analysis, corpora analysis etc.) (Grune 1990: 11) More recently 
parsers have also been used for code generation, data compression and 
logic language implementation. (Grune 2008: v) 
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Grune (1990: 13) defines parsing as the process of structuring a linear rep-
resentation in accordance with a given grammar. This quite abstract defini-
tion allows as wide an interpretation as possible. The linear representation in 
the definition could be an equation, a sentence, a chemical formula, a line in 
a computer program or something in even a wider scope such as a piece of 
music. Also the grammar can be well known or it can be just starting to get a 
shape. Moreover, a finite-size grammar can be used for describing an infinite 
number of linear representations. (Grune 1990: 13) 
The ultimate division in parsing methods is into top-down and bottom-up 
methods. All parsing methods can also be divided into either directional or 
non-directional. Moreover, the directional methods can be further separated 
into deterministic and non-deterministic. (Grune 1990: 15) The following four 
chapters explain differences between these methods and provide some ex-
amples. 
4.1 Top-Down and Bottom-Up Methods 
Even if there seems to be numerous different parsing techniques in litera-
ture, all of them can be divided in either top-down or bottom-up methods. 
The top-down methods work with predictions and matches, whereas the bot-
tom-up methods perform shifts and reductions. (Grune 1990: 64, 75) How-
ever, there are some hybrid methods, which combine these two by doing 
some steps top-down and some bottom-up. These hybrid methods are 
called left-corner methods, but they will not be a part of the thesis. (Grune 
1990: 79)  
The top-down parsing always starts with the start symbol and productions 
are applied until the desired string is revealed. On the other hand, the bot-
tom up parsing starts with the string and applies the productions backwards 
until the string is reduced to the start symbol. To see how these two methods 
actually work an example follows. 
Grune (1990: 65-67) explains the top-down and the bottom-up methods with 
the equation anbncn, but to compare these two methods lets look at even 
simpler example. In the example there is an equation x1+x2++xn=y, where 
x1, x2, xn and y are numbers. The grammar for parsing this equation is seen 
in Listing 3. 
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Equation  -> Number + Rest_of_Equation  
Rest_of_Equation  ->   Number + Rest_of_Equation  OR 
Rest_of_Equation  ->     Number = Number  
Number -> 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 
Listing 3: Grammar definition for the equation x1+x2+…+xn=y 
To get this grammar in the BNF form and to fit it in the following parse tree 
graphs, it can be shortened as in Listing 4. 
E   ::= N + RE 
RE  ::= N + RE 
  | N = N 
N ::=  0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 
Listing 4: Grammar definition in BNF for the equation x1+x2+…+xn=y 
The next figures show how these two methods are used with the specified 
grammar to create parse trees for an equation 1+1+2=4. Two methods are 
presented step by step, the top-down method on the left and the bottom-up 
method on the right. 
Top-down method Bottom-up method 
    
The top-down method starts al-
ways with a start symbol, which 
in the example is the equation 
(E). 
  
In the bottom-up method we try to 
find the last production step, which 
result can still be seen in the string. 
We can see the right hand side of 
equation RE ::= N = N in the string.
 
There is only one rule for E and 
therefore the first production step 
is E ::= N + RE. 
Now the first reduction can be done 
by replacing N = N with RE. 
E 
N + RE 
1 + 
1 + 1 + 2 = 4
N = N
RE N + N +
E
1 + 1 + 2 = 4
N = NN + N +
9 
    
Next there are two rules for RE. 
But since RE ::= N = R does not 
mach with the string, there is only 
one possible rule for the second 
production step RE ::= N + RE. 
Now second reduction can be done 
by replacing N + RE with RE.   
 
  
This time rule RE ::= N = N 
matches with the string. This is 
the last production step since 
whole string has been matched. 
There is still one more production 
step and reduction to be done. The 
parse tree is ready when N + RE is 
replaced with E.
Grune (1990: 78) states that the biggest difference between top-down and 
bottom-up methods is that the bottom-up method has more choice by na-
ture. Even for a terminal symbol it may choose between shift or reduce while 
the top-down method can only ascertain that a match is present. This means 
that more powerful methods are needed for a top-down parser to make it de-
terministic. 
Now when the differences between top-down and bottom-up methods are 
clear, the next chapter introduces another way to divide parsing methods: 
non-directional and directional. 
1 + 1 + 2 = 4
N = N
N + RE 
N + RE 
1 + 1 
N + RE
E 
N + RE 
+
1 + 1 + 2 = 4
N = N
N + RE 
E
N + RE 
1 + 1 + 2 = 4
N = N
N + RE
E 
N + RE 
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4.2 Non-Directional and Directional Methods 
In a non-directional method the parse tree is constructed by accessing the 
input in any order it sees fit while in a directional method the input is proc-
essed symbol by symbol, in most cases from left to right. Therefore a direc-
tional method can start parsing before the last entire input is seen while the 
non-directional method needs to wait to have all symbols in memory before 
they can actually start parsing. There are top-down and bottom-up versions 
in both methods. (Grune 1990: 75) 
For non-directional methods the top-down method was discovered inde-
pendently by a number of people and was first described by Unger in 1968. 
(Grune 1990: 82) The bottom-up method has also been discovered inde-
pendently by a number of people. Among them were Cocke, Younger in 
1967 and Kasami in 1969 and it is called CYK after the three best-known in-
ventors. (Grune 1990: 88) 
The newest non-directional method is packrat parsing. It is based on a clas-
sic tabular parsing algorithm, which was invented in the 1970s but has not 
been used earlier in practice. (Ford 2002: 97) PEGs are a recognition-based 
formal foundation for expressing the syntax of machine-oriented languages 
that are designed to be unambiguous. It is based on TDPL (Top-Down Pars-
ing Language) and GTDPL (Generalized TDPL). (Ford 2004: 1,12)  
PEGs are used for defining the grammars for a packrat parser. Packrat 
parser is a linear-time parser and it provides the power and flexibility of a 
backtracking recursive descent parser. Any LL(k) or LR(k) languages can be 
recognized by a packrat parser and it provides better composition properties 
than LL/LR parsing. Therefore it is better for dynamic or extensible lan-
guages than LL/LR parsing. (Ford 2002: 97) The primary disadvantage of 
packrat parsing is its storage cost. However, this is not a serious problem on 
modern machines and with lazy evaluation techniques unnecessary result 
computations can be avoided. (Ford 2002: 15)  
Even if Becket (2008) is arguing that packrat parsers might be less efficient 
than plain recursive descent parsers with backtracking, packrat parsing is a 
popular technique and many parser generators including Pyparsing and 
ANTLR use it. 
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There are plenty of directional methods, both top-down as well as bottom-up 
methods. These can be further divided into deterministic and non-
deterministic and the difference between these two is explained in the next 
chapter. 
4.3 Deterministic and Non-Deterministic Methods 
Non-deterministic methods use general search methods, which can be di-
vided in depth-first search and breadth-first search. These search methods 
can be used in a wide array of contexts. The next example of finding an exit 
from a maze is used for clarifying how depth-first and breadth-first search 
work. 
A human maze-walker can only use a depth-first search as seen in Figure 4 
(b) since he cannot duplicate himself and the maze. Backtracking is needed 
in dead ends and at each exit, to find all exits. The breadth-first search in 
Figure 4 (c) is done in steps and search branches are discarded in dead 
ends.  The shortest way to an exit is found first and all exits are found if the 
search is continued until there are no branches left. (Grune 1990: 75) 
 
Figure 4: A simple maze with depth-first and breadth-first visits (Grune 1990: 76) 
Two of the most know non-deterministic parsers are the recursive descent 
parser (Grune 1990: 131), which is a top-down parser and the Earley parser 
(Grune 1990: 149), which is a bottom-up parser. The problem in using non-
deterministic methods is that in the worst case they have an exponential 
time dependency. Even the best of the methods using general search meth-
ods require cubic time for the worst case. (Grune 1990: 76) 
The same maze problem, as in Figure 4, can probably clarify the determinis-
tic approach. Assuming that preprocessing on the maze is allowed the 
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search could be made deterministic in the most of the cases by the follow-
ing. The maze can be seen as a grid of square rooms; see Figure 5 (a). For 
each room with three walls the fourth wall should be added as long as there 
are no rooms with three walls left. The method will succeed if all existing 
rooms have either two or four walls; see Figure 5 (b, c). This method helps 
restricting the choice by bringing the information about dead ends to the sur-
face. (Grune 1990: 77) 
 
Figure 5: A single-exit maze made deterministic by preprocessing (Grune 1990: 78) 
The problem in using deterministic methods is that unfortunately there is no 
such thing as a linear-time general parser, which could handle all possible 
grammars; however there are some linear-time parsers that could handle 
very large classes of grammars. (Grune 1990: 76)  
Only one linear top-down method is known and it is called LL (Left-to-right, 
identifying the Left-most production). (Grune 1990: 168) On the other hand 
there are plenty of linear bottom-up methods and the most powerful of them 
is LR (Left-to-right, identifying the Right-most production). (Grune 1990: 200) 
An new extension to LL(k), with a fixed k, is the LL(*) parsing method. This 
extension allows more natural grammars and is stronger than LL grammar 
with fixed k. However, it is weaker than GLR or any other system that han-
dles all contex-free grammars. (Parr 2007: 264) 
A generalized LR (GLR) algorithm was developed by Tomita in 1985 and it 
has been further developed by many in 2000s. (Scott 2006: 584) GLR algo-
rithm is an extension of an LR parser algorithm to handle nondeterministic 
and ambiguous grammars.  
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The last three chapters explained three different ways to divide the parsing 
methods; top-down or bottom-up, directional or non-directional and determi-
nistic or non-deterministic. The next chapter serves as a summary and 
weights pros and cons of the different methods. 
4.4 Summary 
Table 2 summarizes different parse methods discussed in the previous 
chapters. According to Grune (1990: 250) four of them should be consid-
ered. Two general methods; Ungers and Earleys and two linear-time meth-
ods; strong-LL(1) and LALR(1) . Moreover, newer techniques as Packrat 
Parsing, LL(*) and GLR should also be considered. 
 Top-down Bottom-up 
Non-directional 
methods 
Unger parser 
Packrat Parsing 
CYK parser 
Directional non-
deterministic 
methods 
The predict/match automaton 
Depth-first search (backtrack) 
Breadth-first search (Greibach) 
Recursive descent 
Definite Clause grammars 
The shift/reduce automaton 
Depth-first search (backtrack) 
Breadth-first search 
Breadth-first search, restricted  
(Earley) 
Directional de-
terministic meth-
ods  
LL(k) 
LL(*) 
Precedence 
bounded-context 
LR(k) 
LALR(1) 
SLR(1) 
GLR 
Table 2:  An overview of parsing techniques (Grune 1990: 80, Parr 2007: 264) 
The biggest advantage of the Unger parser is that it is easy to program and 
unlike almost any other parser it can usually be easily understood by all par-
ticipants in a project. However, its exponential time requirements limit its us-
ability to occasions where the average input string is limited to some tens of 
tokens. (Grune 1990: 250) 
As being a non-deterministic method Earley parser does not require pre-
processing on the grammar, therefore it is possible to have one grammar-
independent Earley parser by supplying the grammar and the input when-
ever a parsing is needed. A disadvantage of the Earley parser is again time 
requirements, however it adapts the time needed according to the grammar 
type. (Grune 1990: 250) 
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Grune (1990: 252) states that for linear-time methods the choice is between 
(strong-)LL(1) and LALR(1). There are a huge number of commercial parser 
generators available based on LL(1), LL(k), LALR(1) and GLR parsing 
methods and some additionally use also Packrat parsing. Therefore using 
one of them is more practical and efficient than writing one from scratch, 
since especially implementing reasonable error recovery is time consuming. 
The main differences of LL and LALR/GLR methods are that LL(1) parsers 
tend to be easier to understand and modify, but usually require more modifi-
cations in the grammar than bottom-up methods. Performing semantic ac-
tions in LALR(1) is allowed only at the end of an alternative, while LL(1) al-
lows performing them even before the start of an alternative. (Grune 1990: 
252)  
LL(1) parser generators can be implemented as recursive descent parsers 
instead of table-driven parsers. The advantages of a recursive descent 
parser are numerous. The semantic actions can be embedded in the parsing 
routines and they can use named variables and attributes by using the pa-
rameter mechanism of the implementation language. (Grune 1990: 180) Ac-
cording to Parr (1995: 789) table-driven parsers can often be harder to un-
derstand and debug and they are often missing parsing strength.  The size 
of the recursive descent parser is the most important disadvantage; recur-
sive descent parsers tend to be larger than table-driven parser. (Grune 
1990: 180)  
There is no significant difference in execution speed and memory require-
ments for table-driven LL(1) and LALR(1) are roughly equal; the speed and 
memory usage depends more on the actual implementation than the parsing 
method behind it. (Grune 1990: 252)  
The Table 3 sums up Fischers (1988) comparison of LL and LALR parsers. 
Feature Preferred 
method 
Reasons 
Simplicity LL LL works much simpler than LALR 
Generality LALR LALR is easier to specify and LALR grammars are 
readily available for many languages. 
Actions LL Actions can be placed anywhere in LL, while in LALR 
only alternative is in the end. 
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Feature Preferred 
method 
Reasons 
Error repair LL Due the much better context information reporting 
and repairing errors is easier in LL 
Table sizes LL The tables in a table-driven LL parser are nearly half 
the size 
Parsing speed comparable  
Table 3:  A comparison of LL and LALR parsers (Fisher 1988) 
Parr (1997) sums up the three primary differences between LL and LALR 
parsers to be: recognition strength, semantic flexibility and complexity. Se-
mantic flexibility and complexity have already been discussed. Recognition 
strength is considered to be an important issue and Parr (1997) has settled 
on the idea that the strength is about context and lookahead. Context and 
lookahead define how much information there is available to the parser to 
make decisions. The more information means that the parser can recognize 
more complicated language. By nature LALR parsers have access to more 
context information, while LL parsers rely heavily on lookahead. For exam-
ple for a grammar <rule>::= ABC | ABD a LALR parser does not need any 
lookahead while a LL parser needs to have 3 tokens look ahead.  
As a conclusion, if the generality is not the main concern when choosing the 
parsing method, the best choice would be a recursive descent LL parser. 
However, when choosing the actual parser generator, there are several 
other things to take into consideration than just the actual parsing method. 
The other issues are introduced in the next chapter, which first lists the re-
quirements for the parser tool and then concentrates on introducing and 
comparing some existing parser generators.  
5 PARSER GENERATOR SELECTION 
First this chapter gives an introduction to the parser tool to be written and 
lists the requirements for it. Then it discusses ways to implement the tool; 
using a parser generator or making one from scratch. Then some selected 
ways to implement the tool are introduced and based on this information, the 
selection is given at the end of the chapter. 
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5.1 Initial Requirements for Parser Tool 
This chapter first describes how the parser tool should work and then lists its 
initial requirements. The requirements were used to select the most suitable 
parser generator for developing the parser tool. In many trouble reports it 
takes a lot of time to figure out what actually happens in the call. The trace 
and error logs are long; normally around 50 pages but they can be as long 
as 600 pages. Therefore the actual call setup and modification information is 
just a minor part of the log and finding the relevant information can be like 
looking for a needle in a haystack. 
Starting a call setup in MGw will create a new context. In the simplest case 
there is a need for only one context, which will have two terminations, one 
for each end of the call. As explained in Chapter 2 MGw acts as an inter-
preter between end-user devices and provides all needed services to modify 
the speech or data to the correct format for each end-user device. Figure 6 
clarifies the usage of context, termination and service and their relationships. 
 
Figure 6: Defining relationships of context, termination and service for a call in the 
MGw  
If looking back at the connection chain in Figure 3 and mapping that to Fig-
ure 6; Termination 1 could have ATM, AAL2, IuFH and voice codec services 
and Termination 2 voice codec, echo canceller, RTP, UDP and IP services. 
What makes it difficult to keep track on what is happening in a call is that it is 
often necessary to go back and forward in the log to check what was in one 
termination while the other one is reserved or modified. It is extremely hard 
to keep in mind which services were in each termination when the call is fre-
quently modified. Therefore, it would be helpful to have a parser tool, which 
would visualize this information; what each termination has inside after every 
service1 
service2 
service3 
… 
service1 
service2 
… 
serviceN 
Context 1 
Termination 1 Termination 2 
internal 
connections 
external 
connections 
   external 
connections 
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reserve and modification. This is especially true if the call includes more 
than one context as shown in Figure 7.  
 
Figure 7: An example call with two contexts 
If the call is e.g. international call, the call is routed through more than one 
MGW.  In Figure 7 Context 1 could be in Finland and Context 2 in Italy. If 
looking back at the connection chain in Figure 3 and mapping that to Figure 
7; Termination 1 could have ATM, AAL2, IuFH and voice codec services and 
Termination 4 voice codec, echo canceller, RTP, UDP and IP services. Ter-
minations 2 and 3 would handle the framing between MGWs. 
Now when all relevant concepts are clear the actual requirements for the 
parser tool can be defined. The parser tool should read the TE log file line by 
line. If it finds any of listed keywords in the line it stores the needed informa-
tion. Once it has collected all needed information it prints an updated context 
picture in the output file. The context picture should be updated every time a 
new termination is reserved or released, an existing termination is modified 
or terminations are connected. See Figure 8 for an example of creating new 
termination when RESERVE_REQ trace is found in the TE log. 
[2009-08-07 10:47:08.076] 000600/dsp1 TRACE:*RESERVE_REQ* clientResourceId 0x262, services 
0x2000000, inCepId 0x2000020,exCepId 0x1003FE2,inStreamMode 0,exStreamMode 3, inCepType 
0x2,exCepType 0x1 
Context 1
Termination 1 
service1 
service2 
service3 
Termination 2 
service1 
Context 2 
Termination 3 
service1 
 
Termination 4 
service1
service2 
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Figure 8: An updated context picture printed in the output file 
There are around 20 different traces needed for getting full context informa-
tion (reserving a termination, modifying services, modifying stream modes, 
setting and releasing connections, getting different cep ids, making hand-
over, releasing a termination). Moreover, traces can also be in many differ-
ent formats and parameters can be in different order as Listing 5 demon-
strates. In addition, the format of traces varies and changes over time and 
therefore easy maintainability for the tool is extremely important. 
[2009-08-07 10:47:08.076] 000600/dsp1 TRACE:*RESERVE_REQ* clientResourceId 0x262,services 
0x2000000, inCepId 0x2000020,exCepId 0x1003FE2,inStreamMode 0,exStreamMode 3, inCepType 
0x2,exCepType 0x1 
[2008-12-23 06:21:57.936] 001100/DSP2 TRACE:MSP_RESERVE_REQ received with services:440400 
clientResourceId:1DC9C serverResourceId:0 inCepId:20007D4 exCepId:20007D5 inStreamMode:3 ex-
StreamMode:3 inCepType:2 exCeptType:2 
Listing 5: Two examples of different trace formats 
As seen in Listing 5, even the name for the same request might vary 
(*RESERVE_REQ* or MSP_RESERVE_REQ). Moreover, services and cli-
entResourceId attributes are in different order and they are separated differ-
ently (either having whitespace between name and value and a comma be-
tween attributes or having a colon between name and value and a 
whitespace between attributes). In addition, the values for parameters can 
be in different format e.g. for CepTypes (either 0x2 or 2). 
As there are multiple terminations it would be nice to be able to make a ter-
mination class including all data for the termination and methods for printing 
the termination. Therefore the language chosen to write the parser tool 
should be one of those providing object oriented programming. 
T1
service1 
service2 
service3 
 
      0x262  
excep 0x3FE2                      incep 0x0020 
000600/dsp1 
AAL1 AAL2
internal stream 
mode 
internal cep 
type 
clientResourceId 
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The parser tool should work both in Linux as well as in UNIX environment. 
The parser generator to be used writing the parser tool should be open 
source so that there is no need to worry that the vendor will be out of busi-
ness. Moreover, if there is a reasonable number of users worldwide, there is 
a fair change that bugs would be found and corrected. (Kapplan 2001) Table 
4 lists the requirements presented in this chapter.  
 Requirements for the parser tool 
1. The parser tool should read the TE log file trace by trace. 
2. The parser tool should work for all devices (excluding data devises) 
3. If it finds any of listed keywords in the line it stores the needed information and 
prints an updated context picture in the output file. 
4. Easy maintainability and high tolerance for grammar changes. 
5. Possibility to create a termination class including termination data and methods 
for printing the termination.  
6. The parser tool should work both in Linux as well as in UNIX environment.  
7. The parser generator should be open source and have a reasonable number of 
users worldwide. 
8. Having services in defined order inside the termination. 
Table 4: The requirements for the parser tool 
Now when the requirements for the parser tool are clear, different possibili-
ties to implement the tool should be weighted. What both approaches, using 
a parser generator or implementing a parser from scratch, have in common 
is that even most parser generators use regular expressions to set patterns 
to be found and therefore it is important to understand how they work. 
Therefore the next chapter is about regular expressions in general and just 
after that both approaches are introduced. 
5.2 Regular Expressions 
Regular expressions are a powerful generalized pattern language. They 
provide flexible and efficient means for matching strings of text. Regular ex-
pressions are used by many programming languages, parser generators 
and text editors. (Friedl 2006: xvii) 
Regular expressions were formally described in 1940s by mathematician 
Stephen Kleene. The first published computational use was made in 1968 
by Ken Thompson. After that many programs (grep, egrep, awk, lex, sed) 
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using regular expressions were developed simultaneously. The first attempt 
at standardization was made at 1986, when POSIX standard introduced two 
classes of regex flavor, Basic Regular Expressions (BREs) and Extended 
Regular Expressions (EREs). Also at 1986 first regex package freely incor-
porated by others into their own programs appeared. This package was writ-
ten in C by Henry Spencer. (Friedl 2006: 85-88) 
The power of regular expressions is that they are available as a part of pro-
gramming languages (Java, C, C++, Perl, Python, Tcl, sed, awk etc.). More-
over, they can be used in many levels: at low level describing a chunk of text 
and on higher level allowing mastering the data.  (Friedl 2006: xvii) 
For a regular expression two types of characters are needed: special 
metacharacters and normal text characters (literals). (Friedl 2006: 4) Table 5 
lists the most common metacharacters and their usage in regular expres-
sions and Listing 6 then gives examples how these metacharacters are used 
for forming regular expressions. 
Metacharacter Matches 
.  any one character 
[  ]  any one character listed 
[ ^ ]  any one not character listed 
\char  the literal char 
?  the preceding element zero or one time 
*  the preceding element zero or more times 
+  the preceding element one or more times 
{min,max}  the preceding element at least min and not more than max times 
^  the position at the start of the line 
$  the position at the end of the line 
|  either expression it separates 
(  ) Limits scope and provides grouping 
\w, \d, \s  Class shorthands for a part-of-word, for a digit and for a whitespace 
Table 5: Summary of metacharacters in regular expressions (Friedl 2006: 32, 120) 
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.ad  matches all three character strings ending with ad  
[sb]ad matches sad and bad  
[^s]ad matches all three character strings ending with ad except sad 
^[sb]ad$ matches sad and bad only as the only word in the line 
[sb]*ad matches sad, bad, bbad, ssad, bsad, ad and so on  
good | bad matches good or bad 
Listing 6: Examples of metacharacter usage 
What might be confusing is that some characters have different meaning 
depending on where in the expression they are situated. This can be seen in 
Listing 6, where the caret (^) has two different meanings, either negation if in 
square brackets or line start if outside of them. (Friedl 2006: 16) Moreover, if 
text to be matched includes metacharacters the regular expressions get truly 
inscrutable with all backslashes to escape the metacharacters. (McGuire 
2007: 15) 
Listing 7 and Table 6 introduce the user data example, which will be used 
also in the following chapters to clarify the difference in grammar definitions 
between different parser generators. In the example the users are unified by 
userdata, which is an ip address followed by any number of whitespaces 
and a phone number 
Userdata format: 
128.128.0.1 (050)786-4312 
Userdata definition with regular expressions: 
 (\d{1,3}(?:\.\d{1,3}){3})\s+(\(\d{3}\)\d{3}-\d{4}) 
Listing 7: The userdata example (McGuire 2007: 3) 
 
\d{1,3} matches with numbers 0-999 
(?:) grouping-only or non-capturing parenthesis 
\.\d{1,3}){3} matches with a dot followed by a number (0-999) three times 
\s+ matches one or more whitespaces 
(\(\d{3}\) matches with an opening bracket followed by three numbers and a closing bracket 
\d{3}-\d{4} matches with three numbers followed by a hyphen followed by four numbers 
Table 6: The userdata example  
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Certainly this is far from being clear if one is not used to reading and writing 
regular expressions. Moreover, as regular expressions were developed si-
multaneously without standardization, there are still quite some differences 
how they are used with different tools and in different languages. (Friedl 
2006: 91) These differences can be divided in three groups: differences in 
metacharacters, differences in interfaces and differences in applying the 
regular expression to some text. (Friedl 2006: 83) 
As a first question when looking at regular expressions in the context of their 
host language or tool is that what metacharacters are supported and what 
do they mean. An alteration metacharacter is for the most of the tools a pipe 
(|) however for GNU Emacs one needs to add a backslash in front of a pipe 
(\|). Also the grouping-only parenthesis (?: ) in Listing 7 can be used for 
example in Perl, but are not supported for example in Tcl or GNU Emacs. 
(Friedl 2006: 92) Moreover, also the environment, used command shell, 
might need extra quotes, and it might take quite some time to figure out the 
correct syntax. (Friedl 2006: 7) 
However, often it is more important what tools can actually do with the result 
matched by a regular expression and this is the second difference: the inter-
face between the tool and regular expression. Programming languages can 
be divided in three based on their approaches to regular expressions: inte-
grated, procedural or object-oriented. In the first approach the regular ex-
pressions are built directly into the language e.g. in Perl, while in other two 
the regular expression functionality is provided by normal functions (proce-
dural) or constructors and methods (object-oriented). Integrated approach 
simplifies things to the programmer and makes normal cases very easy to 
work with, however it can make some cases less efficient or clumsier to 
work with. (Friedl 2006: 93-95) 
How a regular expression is applied to some text depends on the regex en-
gine used. There are two basic technologies behind these engines: Nonde-
terministic Finite Automaton (NFA) and Deterministic Finite Automaton 
(DFA). DFA engines (e.g. awk, egrep ,lex) are text-directed and are always 
finding the longest possible match. They are consistent and very fast. NFA 
engines (e.g. Java, Perl, Python, sed) on the other hand are regex-directed, 
providing more opportunities to craft exactly the wanted match. The draw-
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back is that regex design needs to be well crafted, since the efficiency of the 
engine depends on it. (Friedl 2006: 184) 
For a programmer it might be hard to manage without regular expressions, 
since they are so widely used. However, they are confusing in the beginning 
and especially with NFA engines one really needs to know them well in or-
der to use them efficiently. However, Stansberry (2009) lists quite a number 
of tools, which can be used for creating, modifying and testing regular ex-
pression. 
Now when the regular expressions have been introduced, the next chapter 
introduces some methods to implement the parser tool and weighs their 
strengths and weaknesses. 
5.3 Possibilities for Parser Tool Implementation 
This chapter presents two different approaches to implement the parser tool. 
The first one implements also the actual parser part from scratch and the 
other one uses an existing parser generator.  
A parser generator is a language processing system and it uses one of the 
parsing methods introduced in Chapter 4 to do the actual parsing according 
to defined grammar. The difference between a parser and a parser genera-
tor is that a parser generator is a tool, which generates an actual parser from 
high level description, whereas a parser is a program trying to match a 
grammatical structure to an input stream.  (Parr 1997) The next example in 
Listing 8 uses BNF, introduced in Chapter 3, for a high level description and 
pseudo code for a parser. 
An input for a parser generator: 
<location_info> ::= <board> / <dspid> | <dspid> 
A parser program (output from a parser generator): 
void location_info() { 
board(); // go match a board and /such as "002200/" 
dspid(); // match a dspid such as "dsp1" 
} 
Listing 8: The difference between a parser generator and a parser 
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Most parser generators can be divided in at least two parts. First the stream 
of characters is given to a lexer, which divides the stream into tokens. Some 
pre-set rules are needed to make the division. Secondly the tokens are read 
by a parser and it interprets them according to its rules. The grammar is 
used for forming these rules for a lexer and a parser.  (ANTLR 3 Wiki 2010) 
Wikipedia (2009) has a comparison of parser generators, which lists over 
120 parser generators and the list is not complete, since it does not include 
for example Pyparsing. Parser generators can be divided based on the pars-
ing algorithm or language to be used. Other issues to take into consideration 
are that which operating systems are supported and license issues. More-
over, it would be desirable that the parser generator is used more than just 
by a few persons and that it is constantly upgraded. 
Many of parser generators were not taken into closer research since their 
web pages have not been updated for years. For some others there were li-
cense restrictions. Moreover, if the basics of the parser generator could not 
be quickly understood they were also dropped, since there were numerous 
other that were better documented.  
Finally four possibilities were selected for a closer look: YACC and LEX, Py-
parsing, ANTRL and Spirit. Reasons to choose these four were different 
from each other. These reasons as well as the pros and cons each one has 
are lighten up in Chapters 5.3.2-5.3.5. Before that the next chapter deals 
with the other approach, implementing also the actual parser part from 
scratch. 
5.3.1 Implementing Parser from Scratch 
TCL was chosen since it does not matter that much which scripting lan-
guage is used with regular expressions and TCL was one the author knew 
well. It is a simple scripting language used for controlling and extending ap-
plications. TCL stands for tool command language. It was developed by 
John Ousterhout in late 1980s. (Ousterhout 1994: 1) TCL can be used to-
gether with AWK and regular expressions to search patterns from the input 
text.  
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TCL was not really considered to be used for writing the parser tool, since it 
was seen quite in the beginning that it is better to use an existing parser 
generator than creating one by self.  
Levine (1995: 22) proposes that as a rule of a thumb the length of the pro-
gram is comparable of the number of bugs to be found in the program. He 
also presents two simple lexers, one written in C and the other one in LEX (a 
parser generator, which will be presented more in detail in the next chapter) 
and C lexer is three times longer than the LEX version. So writing and de-
bugging C lexer would take much more time. 
Grune (1990: 252) states that as there is a huge number of commercial 
parser generators available, using one is more practical and efficient than 
writing one from scratch, since especially implementing reasonable error re-
covery is time consuming.  
Parr (1997) points out that the most important properties for a parser are 
flexibility, recognition strength and ease of development. A parser generator 
is much more flexible than a line-by-line built tool such as awk or tcl script, 
especially for the grammars, where a two-pass parser is required. What 
comes to the recognition strength, a parser generator already has an infra-
structure to handle the grammars needing a lot of lookahead or context in-
formation. 
So starting to write a parser from scratch is like inventing the wheel all over 
again. Why to bother to spend a lot of time writing something which has al-
ready been done and spending even more time to debug and test something 
which has already been tested by many users.  
Moreover, all disadvantages of regular expressions discussed in the previ-
ous chapter apply here. The next four chapters introduce a few selected 
parser generators in more detail. 
5.3.2 YACC and LEX 
This chapter introduces one of the first parser generators developed - 
YACC. First there is a little background information and history, then some 
information of the parsing method used by YACC, and the structure of the 
programs written in LEX and YACC. This chapter ends with the benefits and 
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drawbacks these tools have and the consideration whether they could be 
used for writing the TE log parser. 
YACC and LEX were taken as candidates for writing the TE log parser since 
they have existed over 30 years and are still used. They are mainly used for 
writing compilers and interpreters, but they can be used for any application 
looking for patterns for its input or having input/command language. (Levine 
1995: xx, 1) 
As discussed in Chapter 5.3, any parser generator needs first to do lexical 
analysis, which is to divide the input to the meaningful units (tokens) and 
then analyze these units based on given formal grammar. YACC needs LEX 
for lexical analysis. While LEX recognizes regular expressions and uses 
them to generate tokens (lines of text, words or characters), YACC recog-
nizes entire grammars and groups tokens logically together. (Levine 1995: 1, 
51) 
YACC is an acronym for Yet Another Compiler-Compiler. It was developed 
by Stephen C. Johnson at AT&T Bell Laboratories in 1970s. As the name 
states it was developed as a compiler-compiler for a simple language, B, 
written by Dennis Ritchie. (Hamilton 2008 p.1) LEX was originally written by 
Eric Schmidt and Mike Lesk also at Bell Laboratories, and was designed to 
work with YACC. It has been the standard lexical analyzer on many Unix 
systems. (Levine 1995: 1, xx) 
Even if the original AT&T versions are still used, YACC and LEX have been 
taken as a base for many other programs such as Berkeley YACC, GNU bi-
son, MKS YACC and Abraxas pcYACC, flex (Fast Lexical Analyzer Genera-
tor), PLY (Python LEX-YACC). Many of these are backward compatible, i.e. 
the programs written in YACC and LEX work without changes. Moreover, 
many of these variations are now more widely used than the original pro-
grams. 
YACC is a LALR(1) parser. As discussed in Chapter 4, LALR(k) is a bottom-
up parser with look ahead k tokens and it reads input from Left to right and 
produces a Rightmost derivation. LALR(1) parsers are used a lot as compil-
ers, since many programming languages can be defined quite thoroughly by 
LALR(1) grammar. (Fischer 1988) 
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Both LEX and YACC use similar syntax. The program includes the definition 
section, rules section and user subroutines section. Listing 9 shows a simple 
code example of LEX program, which just copies an input to the output. 
%{ 
/* 
 * This is an example of a structure of a LEX program 
*/ 
%} 
%% 
 
.|\n  {ECHO; /* matches any character or new line*/} 
 
%% 
 
main() 
{ 
    yylex(); 
} 
Listing 9: A syntax of a lex or yacc program 
The definition section in both YACC and LEX is written in C and includes all 
the code the user wants to be copied to the final program, for example any 
header files. The definition section lays between %{ and %} markers. (Le-
vine 1995: 4) Moreover, for YACC tokens to be used in grammar need to be 
declared here. (Levine 1995: 56) 
The first %% indicates the beginning of the rules section. The rules section 
is just a list of rules with specified actions, which are executed when the rule 
matches. For YACC it is a list of grammar rules, where as for LEX it is a list 
of UNIX style regular expressions matching expected tokens. (Levine 1995: 
5, 56) 
The second %% indicates the end of the rules section and the beginning of 
the user subroutines section. The user subroutines section can consists of 
any legal C code and is copied to the final program. At least there has to be 
the main subroutine, but in addition there can be functions, which are called 
as when executing an action in rules section or any error handling. (Levine 
1995: 7, 188) 
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Kaplan (2001) lists some common problems when using YACC to generate 
parsers. He states that creating and modifying a parser created with YACC 
is challenging since the lack of any debugging possibilities and poor error 
reporting. Moreover, as YACC is a bottom up parser, errors in YACC gram-
mars are difficult to understand. He also states that most LR(k) grammars 
that use look ahead greater than one are ambiguous and therefore the addi-
tional look ahead does not really do what most people think. 
Johnson, the original developer of YACC, says that if he had a possibility to 
write YACC again, he would try harder to find a notation other than $1, $2, 
$$, etc. Even if the notation is a simple and intuitive, it is a source for errors 
for evolved grammars. (Hamilton 2008: 2)  
Since LEX uses regular expressions to define tokens, it inherits all the dis-
advantages of the regular expressions that were discussed in Chapter 5.2. 
Since YACC and LEX have originally been developed as a compiler-
compiler the examples available were not, anyhow, similar to the parser tool 
and it seemed much harder to learn compared to Pyparsing. 
LEX and YACC could be used for generating a parser tool, which would 
work in both Linux and UNIX environments. However, both LEX and YACC 
code needs to be compiled for both environments separately, so after each 
change four compilations would be needed. 
Even Johnson, the original developer of YACC, is rather amazed that YACC 
is at all around anymore. (Hamilton 2008 p.2) Grune (2008: v) states that 
even if the field of the parsing techniques do not move fast, it does move. 
Therefore some of the newer parser generators might be a better solution 
than YACC and LEX, especially for an object oriented problem as the TE 
parser in hand. 
5.3.3 Pyparsing 
This chapter presents Pyparsing, a Python class library, which has been de-
veloped by Paul McGuire since 2002. The main reason for developing Py-
parsing in the first place was to provide a different and easier way for proc-
essing text than lex/yacc or regular expressions provided.  
Pyparsing provides a set of classes that quickly and easily helps building up 
a recursive descent parser. (McGuire 2007: 3) Instead of using regular ex-
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pressions it defines grammar as one or more Python statements built up 
with Pyparsing classes and helpers. (McGuire 2007: 5) 
MCGuire (2007: 3) uses the next example to demonstrate the difference be-
tween regular expressions and Pyparsing. In the example in Listing 10 the 
users are unified by userdata, which is an IP address followed by phone 
number. 
Userdata format: 
128.128.0.1 (050)786-4312 
Userdata definition with regular expressions: 
 (\d{1,3}(?:\.\d{1,3}){3})\s+(\(\d{3}\)\d{3}-\d{4}) 
Userdata definition with Pyparsing: 
ipField = Word(nums, max=3) 
ipAddr = Combine( ipField + "." + ipField + "." + ipField + "." + ipField ) 
phoneNum = Combine( "(" + Word(nums, exact=3) + ")"  
  +Word(nums, exact=3) + "−" + Word(nums, exact=4) ) 
userdata = ipAddr + phoneNum 
Listing 10: Userdata example with Pyparsing (McGuire 2007: 3) 
With Pyparsing it takes four lines instead of one, but for the most of the peo-
ple it is much easier to understand the format of userdata from Pyparsing 
definition than from regular expression definition.  
As can clearly be seen in the previous example, one of the main benefits of 
Pyparsing is that the grammar is easy to write, understand as well as adapt 
since the parsing demands will change and expand over time. (McGuire 
2007: 14) Pyparsing does not distinguish between lexing and parsing and it 
does not require much knowledge of parsing theories. (Dalke 2010) More-
over, Pyparsing ignores whitespace by default, since whitespace markers 
clutter the grammar definition (McGuire 2007: 15) 
Most of the parse generators are just returning a list of tokens as a parsing 
result. However, Pyparsing returns ParseResults object. ParseResults class 
provides normal list-based access, but can also represent nested result and 
dictionary style access. This means that if grammar definition includes result 
names, accessing specific fields can be done by name and not by error-
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prone list indexing. (McGuire 2007: 16) The previous example could be 
modified by adding result names to provide an access by name to IP ad-
dress and phone number as done in Listing 11. This can be extended even 
further, result names could also be added for ipFields or different fields in 
the phone number.   
userdata = ipAddr(ipAddress) + phoneNum(phoneNumber) 
Listing 11: Usage of result names in userdata example  
Python is an object oriented programming language. Since parse results can 
be accessed by name, updating the termination object in the parser tool 
could be implemented in a much simpler manner than if the parse results 
could only be accessed by indexes. This is especially true when the location 
for the attributes differs from trace to another as seen in Listing 5. 
Pyparsing can be downloaded for free and it is liberally licensed, any com-
mercial and non-commercial usage is permitted by an MIT licence. (McGuire 
2007: 5). There is also a reasonable number of users worldwide, according 
to PyCon2010, two most popular parser generators in Python at the moment 
are PLY and Pyparsing. There is also an active support list in Pyparsing 
Wiki. (McGuire 2007: 63) Compared to many other parser generators there 
are a plenty of documentation and examples available  
Pyparsing works both in UNIX and Linux. Since it is pure python, only Py-
parsing module in a single python source file, needs to be added. Moreover, 
since Python is an interpreted language and there are no dynamic link librar-
ies (DLLs) no separate code generation process is needed. (McGuire 2007: 
4) This means that any change in code is visible in both environments right 
away and not like in LEX and YACC where four compilations were needed. 
This makes development and debugging faster and easier. 
Packrat parsing discussed in Chapter 4.4 can be used for improving the per-
formance of Pyparsing. The architecture of Pyparsing made packratting al-
most a natural fit. However, the results of using packrat parsing have some 
mixed success. Mostly it does work and improve performance as can be 
seen in Table 7, but parse actions attached to an expression that have 
global side effects can make packratting fail. By default packratting is dis-
abled in Pyparsing. (Pyparsing Wiki 2010) 
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Dalke (2010) has compared the performance of Pyparsing and PLY. Table 7 
shows the results.  
 Pyparsing PLY Pyparsing  
w/ packrat 
1 0.004 0.001 0.008 
10 0.034 0.007 0.055 
100 0.336 0.062 0.555 
1000 3.369 0.603 6.535 
Table 7: Time to parse x chemical formulas in seconds (Dalke 2010) 
As can be seen in Table 7, Pyparsing is significantly slower than PLY and 
the poor performance is the biggest disadvantage of Pyparsing. Moreover, 
McGuire (2007: 62) does not recommend Pyparsing to be used for process-
ing XML, since XML already includes parsing and data access utilities, 
which have a better performance than Pyparsing does. But he recommends 
it as an excellent tool for parsers of text data files (such as log files).  
5.3.4 ANTRL 
This chapter presents ANTLR (ANother Tool for Language Recognition) 
parser generator introduced in 1992. In 1990s many people were still using 
hand written parsers even if YACC has been around over 20 years. Even if 
LALR parser generators were seen powerful, handwritten parsers provided 
more flexibility, better error handling, and easier debugging, especially for 
the languages, which were context-sensitive or required large amounts of 
lookahead. (Parr 1995: 789) 
ANTLR used a new parsing strategy in that time and made it possible to de-
velop natural, easy-to-read grammars for difficult languages such as C++. 
Instead of LALR grammars, ANTLR used pred-LL(k) grammars. Pred-LL(k) 
are LL(k) grammars for k > 1 augmented with predicates. Predicates allow 
arbitrary semantic and syntactic information to direct the parse. It was the 
first widely-used parser generator to employ k>1 lookahead. (Parr 1995: 
808) 
An ANTLR description contains both the lexical-analyzer specification (for 
tokens) and the parser specification (the grammar), which eliminates the 
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need to have separate files for each. (Parr 1995: 797) Therefore no multiple 
compilations are needed like in the YACC/LEX case.  
The notation was originally borrowed from YACC (Parr 1995: 791) and there 
is a convention that a lexer rule starts with an uppercase letter while a 
parser rule starts with a lowercase letter. Lexer rules contain only either lit-
erals or references to other lexer rules. Parser rules may reference parser 
and lexer rules as they wish and even include literals, but never only literals. 
(ANTLR 3 Wiki 2010) Listing 12 presents the same userdata example than 
with Pyparsing in the previous chapter. However, the grammar is not com-
plete, as the example is included just to show the basic syntax. 
class P extends Parser; 
// match one-or-more userdata 'ip address followed by phone number' pairs 
userdata 
 : ipAddr phoneNum 
 ; 
ipAddr 
 : (NUMBERBLOCK DOT)+  NUMBERBLOCK  
 ; 
phoneNum 
 : LEFT_PAREN NUMBERBLOCK RIGHT_PAREN 
   NUMBERBLOCK HYPHEN NUMBERBLOCK 
 ; 
class L extends Lexer; 
// match a block of number of any length 
NUMBERBLOCK : ( '0'..'9' )+ 
// Grouping 
LEFT_PAREN: '('; 
RIGHT_PAREN: ')'; 
DOT: ')'; 
HYPHEN: '-'; 
// whitespace 
WHITESPACE : (' ' | '\t' | '\r' | '\n') { $setType(Token.SKIP); } 
 ; 
Listing 12: Userdata example with ANTLR 
Completely rewritten ANTLR v3 was released in 2007 and there are cur-
rently about 5,000 ANTLR source downloads a month. The biggest differ-
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ence compared to v2 is that it uses a brand-new very powerful extension to 
LL(k) called LL(*). ANTLR is also well documented, there is excellent wiki 
(ANTLR 3 Wiki 2010) and there is a book available (Parr 2007) Moreover, 
ANTLR is actively supported and improved by Terrence Parr and the large 
user community. (ANTLR 3 Wiki 2010) 
ANTRL is not tied into any certain language, but it can currently generate 
code in Java, C#, C++, and Python. (ANTLR 3 Wiki 2010) It has a great in-
teractive GUI (Dalke 2010) and the parser generated by ANTLR is more or 
less readable, which helps in debugging. The error handling is also rather 
decent and flexible. (Kaplan 1999) ANTLR is free and comes with complete 
source code and has absolutely no restrictions on its use. (ANTLR 3 Wiki 
2010) 
Dalke (2010) has compared the performance of Pyparsing, PLY and 
ANTLR. ANTLR was measured to perform between these two, being 3-4 
times slower than PLY, which means that not significantly faster than Py-
parsing. 
Kaplan (1999) lists some of the disadvantages of ANTLR. It has a steep 
learning curve and even if there is a fair amount of documentation available 
it is a complex tool. Moreover, debugging ANTLR grammars is not easy.  
5.3.5 Spirit 
This chapter is about Spirit parser generator. It is a Boost library for a LL 
parser framework and enables use of Extended Backus Naur Form (EBNF) 
grammars in inlined C++. It has been developed since 2001 by Joel de 
Guzman, Hartmut Kaiser and Dan Nuffer. (Spirit V2.2 Documentation 2010)  
Since it uses EBNF and C++ it significantly reduces development time com-
pared to parser generators such as YACC and ANTLR, which have a steep 
learning curve. For more involved grammars Spirit also scales better than 
using C++ regular expression libraries. (Sen 2008) Another reason for Spirit 
being very quick and easy to use is that there is no need to pre-process 
grammar files or use any external tools to auto-generate code. (Handley 
2004) 
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Once more, Listing 13 shows the same userdata example as with Pyparsing 
and ANTLR in the previous chapters. As in Listing 12,  the grammar is not 
complete here either. 
ipField = (+int_p); 
ipAddr = ipField >> "." >> ipField >> "." >> ipField >> "." >> ipField; 
phoneNum  "(" >> (+int_p) >> ")"  >> (+int_p) >> "−" >> (+int_p); 
userdata = ipAddr >> *( blank_p) >> phoneNum; 
Listing 13: Userdata example with Spirit 
Boost has its own license, which policies encourage both commercial and 
non-commercial use. Compared to Pyparsing and ANTLR the Spirit docu-
mentation was found less appealing. There are no books available and 
therefore all documentation there is, is online. (Spirit V2.2 Documentation 
2010) 
Since Spirit is pure C++ mixed freely with EBNF style grammar definitions it 
is great for object oriented problems. However, accessing parse results is 
not made as easy as with Pyparsing.  
Now when all selected possibilities for implementing the parser tool have 
been introduced and their pros and cons have been weighted it is time to 
make a decision how the parser tool will be implemented. In the next chapter 
the reasons behind the decision are lightened up. 
5.4 Reasons for Selection 
There are no researches comparing different parser generators, only few 
web articles are available (Dalke 2007, Dalke 2010). Moreover, there are no 
comparable figures how much users different parser generators have 
worldwide.  
Table 8 concludes the four previous chapters and compares the selected 
parser generators. 
 YACC Pyparsing ANTLR Spirit 
First version pub-
lished 
1970s 2004 1992 2001 
Environment all all all all 
Open source yes yes yes yes 
Licensing Common Pub-
lic License  
MIT license BSD license Boost Software 
License 
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 YACC Pyparsing ANTLR Spirit 
Number of users Widely used 
 
 
(Google:  
yacc and lex 
270 000 hits 
YACC 629 000 
hits) 
Obviously less 
than for the 
others 
(Google:  
Pyparsing 
27 800 hits) 
5000 
downloads 
monthly 
(Google: 
ANTLR parser 
47 000 hits 
ANTLR 
425 000 hits) 
Widely used 
 
 
(Google: Boost 
Spirit Parser 
113 000 hits 
Boost Spirit 
230 000 hits) 
Parser type LALR(1) Recursive 
descent  
LL(*) Recursive 
descent  LL(∞) 
Language C Python Java, C#, C++, 
or Python 
C++ 
Object Orientation No Yes Yes Yes 
Documentation Book (Levine 
1995) 
Online docu-
mentation 
Book (McGuire 
2007) 
Pyparsing Wiki 
Mailing list 
Book (Parr 
2007) 
ANTLR 3 Wiki 
Mailing list 
Online docu-
mentation 
Mailing list 
Table 8: Comparison of selected parser generators (Wikipedia: Comparison of parser 
generators 2010, Pyparsing wiki 2010, ANTLR 3 Wiki 2010,  Spirit V2.2 Documenta-
tion 2010) 
As can be seen in Table 8, all four are open source and even if the licenses 
differ, all of them provide free software, meaning that there are no costs for 
an end user. Moreover, all of them can be used in all environments, fulfilling 
the requirement that the parser tool should work both in Linux as well as in 
UNIX environment 
For most people the logic of top-down parser such as Pyparsing, ANTLR 
and Spirit is more natural than the logic of bottom-up parser such as YACC 
and PLY. Moreover, YACC does not fulfill the requirement five for object ori-
entation. Therefore based on the desk research it seems the least appealing 
choice for the parser tool development. 
Even if ANTLR has a great interactive GUI, Pyparsing and Spirit are proba-
bly easier to learn, since they use Python or C++ syntax to build the gram-
mar definition. They are internal domain specific languages while ANTLR 
and YACC are external domain specific languages. (Dalke 2010) As there 
might be a need in the future for someone else to take over the maintenance 
of the TE parser tool, using Pyparsing or Spirit would make this transfer eas-
ier. 
With Pyparsing it is easy to get started and there is no need to know the un-
derlying theory (Dalke 2010). However, with Spirit one needs to consider the 
priorities when making rules with multiple alternatives. For example, S : R1 | 
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R2 | .. | RN, the one to the left gets the maximum priority. This behavior 
helps to keep the tool fast. (Sen 2008) 
As can be seen in Listings 10, 12 and 13, Pyparsing and Spirit have the 
most similar approach how the grammar is defined. However, with Spirit 
more code around the actual grammar is needed than with Pyparsing. This 
is not in fact a difference between Pyparsing and Spirit, but the difference 
between the actual languages, Python and C++ behind these two. In addi-
tion, the documentation of Pyparsing is better than the documentation of 
Spirit. 
Moreover, since Python is an interpreted language it does not need any 
compilation and this makes development faster. Long compilation times 
have been seen as a disadvantage of at least the older versions of Spirit 
than V2.2 (Handley 2004) In addition, Pyparsing offers the unique way to 
handle the parse results, which seems to considerably help dealing with the 
problems arising from the fact that trace formats differ.  
After the desk research, Yacc and Pyparsing were tried out. These two were 
selected, since Yacc was already available in the computer system and 
based on desk research Pyparsing seemed to be the most promising ap-
proach to build a TE log parser with. The other two, ANTLR and Spirit, were 
not tried out due to the time restrictions.  
These experiments quickly showed that Yacc was less suitable than Pypars-
ing for solving an object oriented problem in hand as had already been as-
sumed based on the desk research. It also felt that even if the programmer 
had almost no previous experience in Python, the learning curve was much 
steeper with Yacc than with Pyparsing. The experiments also proved that 
the parse result object in Pyparsing perfectly matched the problem in hand, 
and therefore it was chosen for writing the TE log parser tool. Moreover, the 
experiments proved that the active support through the mailing list was truly 
available.  
The only concern left was whether the Pyparsing would be fast enough for 
the application. Therefore, if experiencing any performance issues in the im-
plementation phase, Spirit would probably be the best alternative. There are 
no performance measurements comparing Spirit and Pyparsing, however 
Fourment (2008) has compared different programming languages and found 
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out that the compiled languages (C and C++) were sixty-fold faster than the 
interpreted languages (Perl and Python). 
The following chapter presents Pyparsing in more detail, especially the 
parse results object, which was the main reason for selecting Pyparsing for 
developping the TE log parser tool. 
6 PYPARSING 
Pyparsing was briefly introduced in the previous chapter and reasons why it 
was selected were pointed out. This chapter goes further and explains the 
typical Pyparsing program structure. Since Pyparsing provides the frame-
work for creating a recursive-descent parser, the developer can focus on the 
grammar design and processing the results. The structure of a Pyparsing 
program also reflects this focus. There are three main parts in the program: 
defining the grammar, using the defined grammar to parse the text and fi-
nally processing the parsing results. These three main parts of the program 
as well as error handling are explained in more detail in this chapter. 
However, before one can start using classes and helper methods Pyparsing 
offers, these need to be imported to the program. Even if using from py-
parsing import * is considered as a bad practice among Python style ex-
perts, using it makes the parser development easier. However, the star in 
the import should be replaced with the names of the classes and helper 
methods needed when the development part is ready. (McGuire 2007: 5) 
6.1 Defining Grammar 
This chapter introduces variables, classes and helper methods, which are 
needed when defining the grammar with Pyparsing. After a general introduc-
tion there is an example how to define the grammar in Pyparsing for two 
traces having a bit different formats. 
McGuire (2007: 7) suggests that the best way to start writing the grammar is 
first describing the problem with BNF or with some other metalanguage. This 
helps to formulate the problem, guides in the parser design and helps to 
know when the parser is ready. 
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The BNF describes the grammar in top-down order. However, with the 
parser one has to start from the bottom with the simplest expression so that 
these expressions can then be used for composing more complex expres-
sions. (McGuire 2007:41) 
Table 9 lists some of the variables used for defining the grammar in Pypars-
ing.  
Variable Matches 
alphas 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
nums 0123456789 
hexnums 0123456789ABCDEFabcdef 
alphanums 0123456789abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
printables 
0123456789abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
!"#$%&\\'()*+,-./:;<=>?@[\\]^_`{|}~ 
quotedString quotedString using single or double quotes 
commaSeparatedList List of items separated with commas 
Table 9: Some variable definitions in Pyparsing (Pyparsing module online documenta-
tion 2010) 
Tables 10 and 11 list some of the classes and helper methods, which are 
used for defining the grammar in Pyparsing. Even if there are And-, Or-, and 
NotAny-classes, operators such as +, |, and ^ are allowed to simplify the 
code. (McGuire 2007: 5) 
Class Matches 
And Requires all given ParseExpressions to be found in the given order. 
Combine Converter to concatenate all matching tokens to a single string. 
Dict Converter to return a repetitive expression as a list, but also as a dic-
tionary. 
Group Converter to return the matched tokens as a list - useful for returning 
tokens of ZeroOrMore and OneOrMore expressions. 
LineStart Matches if current position is at the beginning of a line within the parse 
string. 
LineEnd Matches if current position is at the end of a line within the parse string. 
Literal Token to exactly match a specified string. 
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Class Matches 
QuotedString Token for matching strings that are delimited by quoting characters. 
NotAny Lookahead to disallow matching with the given parse expression. 
OneOrMore Repetition of one or more of the given expression. 
Optional Optional matching of the given expression. 
Or Requires that at least one ParseExpression is found. 
ParseResults Structured parse results, to provide multiple means of access to the 
parsed data. 
SkipTo Token for skipping over all undefined text until the matched expression 
is found. 
Suppress Converter for ignoring the results of a parsed expression. 
Word Token for matching words composed of allowed character sets. 
ZeroOrMore Optional repetition of zero or more of the given expression. 
Table 10: Some Pyparsing classes (Pyparsing module online documentation 2010) 
 
Function  
delimitedList(expr, delim=',', 
combine=False) 
Helper to define a delimited list of expressions - the 
delimiter defaults to ','. 
oneOf(strs, caseless=False, 
useRegex=True) 
Helper to quickly define a set of alternative Literals, and 
makes sure to do longest-first testing when there is a 
conflict, regardless of the input order, but returns a 
MatchFirst for best performance. 
removeQuotes(s, l, t) Helper parse action for removing quotation marks from 
parsed quoted strings. 
upcaseTokens(s, l, t) Helper parse action to convert tokens to upper case.  
operatorPrecedence(baseExpr, 
opList) 
Helper method for constructing grammars of expres-
sions made up of operators working in a precedence 
hierarchy. 
Table 11: Some Pyparsing helper functions (Pyparsing module online documentation 
2010) 
Listing 14 provides two traces differing mostly in attribute definitions and 
Listing 15 shows how a single attributeDefn can handle these differences 
and get the name-value pairs. To keep the example short, the definitions for  
timeStamp and location are not included. The parse results for the same ex-
ample are explained in Chapter 6.3. 
[2009-08-07 10:47:08.076] 000600/dsp1 TRACE:*RESERVE_REQ* clientResourceId 0x262, services 
0x2000000, inCepId 0x2000020,exCepId 0x1003FE2,inStreamMode 0,exStreamMode 3, inCepType 
0x2,exCepType 0x1 
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[2008-12-23 06:21:57.936] 001100/DSP2 TRACE:RESERVE_REQ received with services:440400 clien-
tResourceId:1DC9C serverResourceId:0 inCepId:20007D4 exCepId:20007D5 inStreamMode:3 ex-
StreamMode:3 inCepType:2 exCeptType:2 
Listing 14: Two examples of different trace formats 
traceTag =  Combine(Literal("TRACE") + Word(nums) + Literal(":")) 
command =    QuotedString("*") |  Word(alphas+"_") +  
  Suppress(Literal("received") + Literal("with")) 
attributeName = Word(alphanums) 
attributeValue = Word(alphanums) 
attributeDefn =  Group(attributeName("name") + Suppress(Optional(oneOf(": ="))) +  
  attributeValue("value") + Suppress(Optional(Literal(",")))) 
interestingTrace =  timeStamp("timeStamp") + location("location")+ traceTag + 
  command("command") + Dict(OneOrMore(attributeDefn))("attributes") 
Listing 15: Pyparsing code matching different trace formats 
Figure 9 clarifies the mapping between the trace and the grammar definition 
in the code. There are three levels in the grammar. In the first level there is 
the whole trace (green). In the second level there are the pieces forming the 
trace, such as timeStamp and attributeDefn (red) and finally in the third level 
there are the simplest expressions forming the second level expressions 
(blue).  
 
Figure 9: Mapping the grammar definition to the trace 
The variables attributeName and attributeValue are both words including let-
ters and numbers, therefore the definitions use alphanums variable as well 
as Word class introduced in Tables 9 and 10. Moreover, attributeDefn uses 
Group (returning attributeName and attributeValue in a single list), Suppress 
[2009-08-07 10:47:08.076]   000600/dsp1   TRACE:    *RESERVE_REQ*  
 
      clientResourceId                                    0x262                    ,  
timeStamp location traceTag command 
attributeName 
Suppress(Optional(oneOf(": ="))) 
attributeValue 
Suppress(Optional(Literal(","))) 
Dict(OneOrMore(attributeDefn)) 
interestingTrace 
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(ignoring information, which is not needed when handling results), Optional 
(information existing only in some traces) and Literal (matching defined lit-
eral string) classes and oneOf (name and value can be separated either co-
lon or equal sign) helper function. In addition, the interestingTrace definition 
uses Dict (generating dictionary from name-value pairs) and OneOrMore 
(there can be one or more attributes in a trace) classes. The next chapter in-
troduces how the grammar can be used for parsing the traces. 
6.2 Using Grammar 
There are four methods to use the grammar defined to parse an input text. 
These four methods are parseString, scanString, searchString and trans-
formString. 
The parseString method was the only method to use to parse in the early 
versions of Pyparsing. It works only with a complete grammar, while another 
parsing method, scanString works also with grammar fragments making it 
especially useful when developing a grammar. (McGuire 2007: 7, 31) Listing 
16 gives the syntax for both of the methods. 
tokens = interestingTrace.parseString(trace): 
for tokens,start,end in interestingTrace.scanString(traceLog): 
Listing 16: An example of parse method usage 
The scanString method returns tokens as they are found, while the search-
String method is a simple wrapper around the scanString and it reads 
through the whole input before returning all tokens found in a list. The trans-
formString is another wrapper around the scanString and can be used in 
search and replace type of problems. (McGuire 2007: 8) 
6.3 Processing Results 
One of the high points of the Zen of Pyparsing according to McGuire 
(2007:16) is The results of the parsing process should do more than just 
represent a nested list of tokens, especially when grammars get compli-
cated. Moreover, this was one of the main reasons for choosing Pyparsing 
for building the TE log parser and therefore the focus of this chapter is on 
handling the parsing results. 
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Pyparsing returns the parsing results using a class named ParseResults, 
which provides multiple means of access to the parsed data. The results of 
the parsing process can be accessed as a list as shown in Listing 18, by a 
list index as shown in Listing 19 or by attribute (result name) as shown in 
Listing 20. (Pyparsing module online documentation 2010) 
[2008-12-23 06:21:57.936] 001100/DSP2 TRACE6:RESERVE_REQ received with ser-
vices:440400 clientResourceId:1DC9C serverResourceId:0 inCepId:20007D4 ex-
CepId:20007D5 inStreamMode:3 exStreamMode:3 inCepType:2 exCeptType:2 
Listing 17: An input trace for following examples 
Listing 17 shows the trace used in all examples in this chapter. As can be 
seen in Listings 19 and 20, both print exactly the same thing; RE-
SERVE_REQ string. However, using the result name attribute to access the 
specific token simplifies the access. Moreover, it makes the parser more ro-
bust for the later grammar changes and the variability of optional data fields. 
(McGuire 2007: 21)  
print tokens 
 [['2008-12-23 06:21:57.936'], ['001100/DSP2'], 'TRACE6:', 'RESERVE_REQ', [['services', 
'440400'], ['clientResourceId', '1DC9C'], ['serverResourceId', '0'], ['inCepId', '20007D4'], ['ex-
CepId', '20007D5'], ['inStreamMode', '3'], ['exStreamMode', '3'], ['inCepType', '2'], ['ex-
CeptType', '2']]] 
Listing 18: ParseResults accessed as a list 
print tokens[3] 
RESERVE_REQ 
Listing 19: ParseResults accessed by a list index 
print tokens.command 
RESERVE_REQ 
Listing 20: ParseResults accessed by result name 
In Listing 14 the service and the clientResourceId attributes are in different 
order in the traces, so if accessing of the results would be index based, 
there would be a need for some extra if-else definitions. But when access is 
based on result name, as in Listing 20, the order does not matter anymore; 
print tokens.attributes.clientResourceId always returns the correct value.  
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For debugging Pyparsing offers a function called dump, which shows the 
nested token list and a hierarchical listing of result names and their values. 
(McGuire 2007: 23) An example of dump() output is shown in Listing 21. 
 print tokens.dump() 
[['2008-12-23 06:21:57.936'], ['001100/DSP2'], 'TRACE6:', 'RESERVE_REQ', [['services', 
'440400'], ['clientResourceId', '1DC9C'], ['serverResourceId', '0'], ['inCepId', '20007D4'], ['ex-
CepId', '20007D5'], ['inStreamMode', '3'], ['exStreamMode', '3'], ['inCepType', '2'], ['ex-
CeptType', '2']]] 
- attributes: [['services', '440400'], ['clientResourceId', '1DC9C'], ['serverResourceId', '0'], ['in-
CepId', '20007D4'], ['exCepId', '20007D5'], ['inStreamMode', '3'], ['exStreamMode', '3'], ['in-
CepType', '2'], ['exCeptType', '2']] 
  - clientResourceId: 1DC9C 
  - exCepId: 20007D5 
  - exCeptType: 2 
  - exStreamMode: 3 
  - inCepId: 20007D4 
  - inCepType: 2 
  - inStreamMode: 3 
  - serverResourceId: 0 
  - services: 440400 
- command: RESERVE_REQ 
- location: ['001100/DSP2'] 
  - board: 001100 
  - dspid: DSP2 
- timeStamp: ['2008-12-23 06:21:57.936'] 
  - date: 2008-12-23 
  - time: ['06:21:57.936'] 
    - h: 06 
    - min: 21 
    - ms: 936 
    - sec: 57 
Listing 21: ParseResults accessed by dump() function 
In addition to an easy access to the results, Pyparsing also supports the 
definition of parse-time callbacks, which are called parse actions. These 
parse actions can be attached to individual expressions within the grammar. 
A parse action can be used for example for removing quotes from the string 
as shown in Listing 22. 
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command = QuotedString("*") 
command.setParseAction( removeQuotes ) 
Listing 22: Setting a parse actions 
Moreover, parse actions can be used for converting numeric strings into ac-
tual integers, performing validation checks or raising ParseExceptions. The 
next chapter describes more of ParseExceptions and error handling. 
6.4 Error Handling 
Pyparsing throws an exception when parse expressions do not match. There 
are three exception classes: ParseException, ParseFatalException and 
ParseSyntaxException. The next example uses the grammar in Listing 15. 
However, the command has been changed from Word(alphas+_) to 
Word(alphas). Listing 23 shows the test code and Listing 24 shows the out-
put. 
lineToParse =  "[2008-12-23 06:21:57.936] 001100/DSP2/C rdb.c:856 
TRACE6:MSP_CRH_RESIF_RESERVE_REQ received with services:440400 clientResour-
ceId:1DC9C serverResourceId:0 inCepId:20007D4 exCepId:20007D5 inStreamMode:3 ex-
StreamMode:3 inCepType:2 exCeptType:2" 
print "Charachter at 60 =", lineToParse[60] 
tokens = interestingLine.parseString(lineToParse) 
Listing 23: The test code for exception handling 
In Listing 23 parseString is used instead of scanString, since scanString 
does not throw any exceptions, it just returns without finding anything.  
Charachter at 60 = _ 
Traceback (most recent call last): 
  File "/parserTester2.py", line 27, in <module> 
    tokens = interestingLine.parseString(lineToParse) 
  File "/pyparsing.py", line 1076, in parseString 
    raise exc 
pyparsing.ParseException: Expected W:(abcd...) (at char 60), (line:1, col:61) 
Listing 24: A parse exception risen due to incorrect grammar 
As can be seen in Listing 24, ParseException provides the file name 
(/parserTester2.py), the line information (line 27, tokens = interestin-
gLine.parseString(lineToParse), the actual place (at char 60 in lineToParse), 
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and the reason (Expected W:(abcd...)). After seeing the ParseException for 
the first time, a line to print this character was added to the test code. The 
character is found to be underscore and this should then be added to the 
grammar definition for a command. 
ParseException can be also raised by an application code, if for example 
some validation check fails. A ParseFatalException does not signal a failed 
syntax match, but will cause parsing to stop immediately at the current loca-
tion. 
Now all three main parts of a Pyparsing program as well as error handling 
have been introduced. First this chapter presented how to define the gram-
mar, how to use the defined grammar to parse the text and finally how to 
process the parsing results. Moreover, this chapter introduced the error 
handling classes in Pyparsing. The next chapter presents the actual imple-
mentation of the parser tool with Python and Pyparsing. 
7 IMPLEMENTATION 
This chapter will answer to the research question: How to visualize textual 
information describing a call? Since the project itself is a proof of a concept 
type of project, the results will determine the future of the tool. These results 
are introduced in Chapter 8 and further analyzed in Chapter 9, but before 
that this chapter describes the actual implementation of the tool 
7.1 Final Requirements for Parser Tool 
The requirements were listed in Table 4. However, many of them were still 
at quite an abstract level when the implementation was started. There was 
no list of the traces needed to generate and modify the context picture. 
Therefore, the implementation started with a few traces and more were 
added when seen that they were needed. Formats of traces differ between 
different devices as already seen in Listing 5. In addition, enabled trace 
groups are test dependent, and therefore in some cases different traces are 
needed to provide the same information. Table 12 lists the keywords for the 
third requirement.  
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Context picture update 
needed for… 
Keywords  
reserving a termination MSP_RESERVE_REQ 
*RESERVE_REQ* 
Sep 2009 
modifying services MSP_MODIFY_REQ 
*MODIFY_REQ* 
Sep 2009 
releasing a termination  MSP_RELEASE_REQ 
*RELEASE_REQ* 
Sep 2009 
setting connections  ConnectInd 
MSP_CONNECT_IND 
Sep 2009 
releasing connections  DisconnectInd Sep 2009 
modifying stream modes  MSP_MODIFY_STREAM_MODE_REQ 
*MODIFY_STREAM_MODE_REQ* 
Oct 2009 
getting different cep ids  Msp_AttachReq Oct 2009 
getting different cep ids  MSP_ATTACH_CFM 
AttachCfm 
Oct 2009 
making a handover  *CREATE_DUPLICATE_CEP_REQ* 
CreateDuplCep Cfm 
*DESTROY_DUPLICATE_CEP_REQ* 
Dec 2009 
information describing a 
test case 
##  
  ! 
Nov 2009 
Table 12: The mapping of events and keywords triggering a context picture update  
Now when the requirements for the tool are refined, Chapter 7.2 describes 
the grammar definition for the parser tool with EBNF. 
7.2 Grammar Definition with EBNF 
McQuire (2007: 7) recommends that writing a parser should be started by 
defining the grammar with BNF. According to him this helps clarifying the 
problem. Moreover, it can be used as a checklist while implementing a 
parser and the checklist also offers the definition for the parser being ready. 
The parser tool grammar is defined in Listing 25. 
interestingLine  ::= testInfo | interestingTrace 
testInfo ::= overallCallStruc | setupInfo 
overallCallStruct ::= '!' printables EOL 
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setupInfo ::= '## Setup' ctx tipunct? 'ADD' term 'ADD'? term? 
ctx ::= CTX digit+ 
term ::= 'T' alphanumns+ 
tipunct ::= ':' | ',' 
interestingTrace  ::= timestamp location traceTag command attributeDefn+ 
timestamp  ::= '[' date time ']' 
date  ::= year '-' month '-' day 
year  ::= digit digit digit digit 
month  ::= digit digit 
day  ::= digit digit 
time ::= hours ':' minutes ':' seconds '.' milliseconds 
hours ::= digit digit 
minutes ::= digit digit 
seconds ::= digit digit 
milliseconds ::= digit digit digit 
location  ::= (board '/')? Dspid 
board ::= digit digit digit digit digit digit 
dspid  ::= 'dsp' hexdigit 
traceTag  ::= 'TRACE' digit ':' 
command ::= 'MSP_RESERVE_REQ' | '*RESERVE_REQ*' | 'MSP_MODIFY_REQ' | 
'*MODIFY_REQ*' | 'MSP_RELEASE_REQ' | '*RELEASE_REQ*' | 'Con-
nectInd' | 'MSP_CONNECT_IND'  | 'DisconnectInd' | 
'MSP_MODIFY_STREAM_MODE_REQ' | 
'*MODIFY_STREAM_MODE_REQ*' | 'Msp_AttachReq' | 
'MSP_ATTACH_CFM' | 'AttachCfm' | 
'*CREATE_DUPLICATE_CEP_REQ*' | 'CreateDuplCep Cfm' | 
'*DESTROY_DUPLICATE_CEP_REQ*' 
attributeDefn  ::= attributeName attpunct? attributeValue 'with'? ','? 
attributeName ::= alphanums+ 
attributeValue ::= alphanums+ 
attpunct ::= ':' | '=' 
hexdigitr ::= digit | 'A' | 'B' | 'C' | 'D' | 'E' | 'F' 
printables  ::= alphanums | ',' | ':' | '-' | '+' | '/' | '|' | '<' | '>' 
alphanums ::= 'A  Z' | 'az' | digit 
digit ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 
Listing 25: BNF grammar definition for the parser tool 
The actual grammar written with Pyparsing classes differs to some extent 
from BNF grammar in Listing 25, since the grammar evolved while different 
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input log files were used for testing the tool. Chapter 7.3 introduces the in-
ternal structure of the parser tool and Chapter 7.3.4 describes the parserDe-
finitions module, which is used for defining the grammar. 
7.3 Structure of Parser Tool 
The parser tool is built up with five modules. In addition, there is a regres-
sionTest module, which does not include any code of the tool, but just calls 
the pythonParser module same way as the end-user. Figure 10 presents the 
structure of the parser tool.  
 
Figure 10: The internal structure of the parser tool  
 
The pythonParser module is the main program which is called by an end-
user. It does the actual parsing and takes care of file handling and creates 
and updates the context and termination information by using all other mod-
ules. The terminationClass module includes all data for a termination and 
methods for printing the termination. The printSymbols module has methods 
for printing the context information and it uses methods from termination-
Class for printing the terminations. The parserDefinitions module imports 
Pyparsing and defines the grammar. The generalFunctions module is a 
place for all non-printing related functions.  
Next each module is presented in more detail. The heart of the tool is the py-
thonParser module and also parserDefinitions module is crucial for the tool. 
Since it is essential to understand how the pythonParser module works it is 
pythonParser 
importing 
getpass, os,  
sys, time 
parserDefinitions 
pyparsing 
terminationClass 
importing   
getpass, os, sys 
printSymbols 
importing 
getpass, os 
generalFunctions 
importing sys 
regressionTest 
importing 
getpass, os, time 
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the last to be introduced. TerminationClass and printSymbols modules are 
closely related and define together how the output from the tool looks like. 
Therefore these two modules are introduced first, then the generalFunctions 
module and parserDefinitions. 
7.3.1 printSymbols 
PrintSymbols and TerminationClass modules are together responsible for 
generating the context picture. Since the object of TerminationClass is only 
able to print itself, printSymbols module is needed to coordinate printing of 
two or three terminations in the context picture. Figure 11 shows the context 
picture and how it is structured internally.  
 
Figure 11: Structure of the context picture 
The context picture is divided horizontally in three layers; header informa-
tion, context picture information and footer information. Moreover, the con-
text picture information layer is divided vertically in nine columns; there are 
two termination information columns, four connection information columns 
and three side information columns. The actual printing is done row by row, 
calling first the termination on the left to print a row and then termination on 
the right to print the corresponding row and a newline character. Table 13 
lists the functions in printSymbols module. 
 
 
                  T1                                     T2         JJJJJJJ     
              001000/DSPA                            001000/DSPA               
        clientResourceId 0x697                 clientResourceId 0x698          
                                                                               
           [   service0    ]                     [   service1    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------->   -------| [   service2    ] ------->   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service5    ]            
E   AAL2   [               ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service9    ]   AAL2   E 
           [               ]                     [   service16   ]            
  <<------ [               ] <-------   <------- [               ] <-------   
           [               ]                     [               ]            
 
exCepId 0x81B           inCepId 0x812   inCepId 0x82B           exCepId 0x81C 
ClientCep 0x14B       ClientCep 0x14C   ClientCep NA             ClientCep NA 
ServerCep 0x2           ServerCep 0x3   ServerCep NA             ServerCep NA 
 
   header information 
   side information 
   connection information            context picture information 
   termination information 
   footer information  JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ 
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def connections (Termination, side, lhs):  1 
def terminations (Services): 1 
def headerInfo (Termination): 1 
def footerInfo (Termination, lhs): 1 
def printTerminations(leftT, rightT, filename): 2 
def print3Terminations(leftT, rightT1, rightT2, filename): 2 
def writeToFilesText (files, line):         2 
def writeToFilesPictures (files, line, TDict, ctxDict, currentTermination): 2 
def saveOverallPicture(line): 3 
def  printOverallPicture(file, ctxDict): 3 
def addContextInfoForPrint(context, termination): 3 
Table 13: Functions in printSymbols module 
The printSymbols module generates the information for all the fields (marked 
by 1 in Table 13) and the termination objects store it. Moreover, it checks 
how many terminations there are in the context and then uses the correct 
function to generate the context picture and writes it to the file (marked by 2 
in Table 13). In addition, it is responsible for storing or creating the overall 
context picture if there is more than one context in the call and adding this to 
the context picture while printing it to the file (marked by 3 in Table 13). 
7.3.2 terminationClass 
The terminationClass module is used for creating termination objects. It 
stores the termination info, which is read from the traces. The termination 
object is created in pythonParser module, when a reserve request trace is 
found in the input log. After that termination information is updated when any 
of the keywords listed in Table 12 is found from a trace. The variables used 
for collecting the bits and pieces of the termination information are listed in 
Table 14. 
HeaderInfo ContextInfo FooterInfo Lists containing 
strings used when 
printing the picture 
context  servicesBitmask inCepId contextHeaderInfo 
name  servicesList exCepId extConnections 
board inStreamMode inDuplicateCepId termination 
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HeaderInfo ContextInfo FooterInfo Lists containing 
strings used when 
printing the picture 
dsp exStreamMode exDuplicateCepId       intConnections 
clientResourceId inStreamModeFor-
DuplicateCep 
inClientCepId contextFooterInfo 
 exStreamModeFor-
DuplicateCep 
exClientCepId  
 inCepType inServerCepId  
 exCepType exServerCepId  
 inConnected inServerCepIdFor-
DuplicateCep 
 
 exConnected exServerCepIdFor-
DuplicateCep 
 
 inConnectedForDu-
plicateCep 
  
 exConnectedFor-
DuplicateCep 
  
 inDisconnections   
 exDisconnections   
Table 14: Variables in TerminationClass module 
As can be seen in Table 14, most variables are needed for context and 
footer information. The listed variables in the right column are used for stor-
ing the strings for printing the sections in the context picture (cf. Figure 11). 
Table 15 lists the functions in the terminationClass module. 
def __init__(self):  1 
def display (self, filename):  2 
def displayHeader (self, filename, row, lhs):  2 
def displayFooter (self, filename, row, lhs):  2 
def displayRow (self, filename, row, lhs):  2 
def returnHeaderRow (self, row, lhs):  3 
def returnFooterRow (self, row, lhs):  3 
def returnRow (self, row, lhs):  3 
def updateServicesList (self):  4 
Table 15: Functions in TerminationClass module 
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The terminationClass module is used for creating termination objects and it 
is responsible for initializing them (marked by 1 in Table 15). Moreover, it 
helps printing them row by row (marked by 2 and 3 in Table 15). Since the 
support for handover was added later in the project, the original functions 
(marked by 2 in Table 15) did not work when there were three terminations 
in the context and new functions (marked by 3 in Table 15) were added. It 
also extracts the services from the bitmap by using an external tcl script 
(marked by 4 in Table 15). This script already existed, so it was better to use 
it than to code the same thing again in the tool. 
7.3.3 generalFunctions 
This module includes all functions, which are not related to printing. Table 16 
lists all the functions in the generalFunctions 
module. 
def formatHexaString (hexaString): 1 
def usage(scriptCall):  2 
def concatenateLines(line):  3 
def returnLineForPrint():  3 
def changeContextInfo (context): 4 
Table 16: Functions in generalFunctions module 
 
 
 
 
Table 17: Inputs and outputs of 
formatHexaString function 
The module is responsible for formatting hexastrings (marked by 1 in Table 
16) and some examples are given in Table 17. If pythonParser is called 
without any arguments, a short description how to use the tool is provided by 
usage function. Moreover, it is responsible for concatenating lines, which are 
included in the same trace (marked by 3 in Table 16). The module also 
takes part in the handover call by figuring out the third termination for the 
handover context (marked by 4 in Table 16). 
Input Output 
0x80001ACC 0x1ACC 
0x2000020 0x20 
0x1003FE2 0x3FE2 
20007D4 0x7D4 
1DC9C 0x1DC9C 
0x1DC9C 0x1DC9C 
1  0x1 
0 0x0 
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7.3.4 parserDefinitions 
The parserDefinitions module is used for the grammar definition for the 
parser tool. It imports Pyparsing module for writing the grammar with vari-
ables, classes and helper methods.  
Keywords for interesting traces were listed in Table 12. Listings in Chapter 
8.1 show examples for each keyword and Table 19 in Chapter 8.2 maps the 
listings and keywords.  
The EBNF grammar for the parser tool was defined in Chapter 7.2 and the 
most important parts of the Pyparsing grammar definition were already in-
troduced in Chapter 6.1 in Listing 15. The next two Listings, 26 and 27, show 
how EBNF maps to Pyparsing code with the attribute definition. 
attributeDefn  ::= attributeName (':' | '=')? attributeValue 'with'? ','? 
attributeName ::= alphanums+ 
attributeValue ::= alphanums+ 
Listing 26: EBNF attribute definition 
attributeName = Word(alphanums) 
attributeValue = Word(alphanums) 
attributeDefn =  Group(attributeName("name") + Suppress(Optional(oneOf(": ="))) +  
  attributeValue("value") + Suppress(Optional(Literal("with"))) +  
  Suppress(Optional(Literal(",")))) 
Listing 27: Pyparsing attribute definition 
Colors are used in Listings 26 and 27 to map the same parts of the defini-
tion. As can be seen in the listings, the definitions are quite similar. The big-
gest difference is that EBNF describes the grammar in top-down order when 
with Pyparsing one needs to start from the bottom with the simplest expres-
sion. Starting from the bottom enables using already defined expressions to 
compose more complex expressions. 
Now all helper modules have been introduced and the next chapter presents 
the heart of the parser tool; pythonParser module. It is the actual script, 
which is called by an end-user. 
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7.3.5 pythonParser 
pythonParser is the actual script, which is called by an end-user. The next 
chapter describes how to use it, but before that its internal structure is intro-
duced. 
The script takes two arguments, the names for the input and output files. 
The input file is a TE log file, which is plain text, while the output file is a 
parsed file including only traces matching to the grammar. In addition, there 
is a context picture after each trace for an easy snapshot of a call. 
PythonParser reads an input file trace by trace (traces might be located in 
several rows). It uses the grammar defined in parserDefinitions to pick the 
interesting lines and uses the parseResults object for an easy access to 
termination information the trace includes.  
In pythonParser there is an if-else structure, in which the command field 
from a trace is used for defining what needs to be done. For a reserve re-
quest a new termination needs to be created, while with a release request 
an existing termination needs to be deleted. For any other commands the 
tool needs checks for which termination the command is for and updates the 
termination information. The trace and an updated context picture are written 
to the output file. If the tool is not able to define the termination it sets the 
warning flag and prints the warning to the console and to the output file. 
When the end of file is reached for the input file, pythonParser prints to the 
console the fact that it is ready and the name of the output file. If the warning 
flag was set, it also prints a warning message. 
7.4 Usage of Parser Tool 
The parser tool reads the TE log file and produces an output file with se-
lected traces and added context pictures. The usage of any tool should be 
made easy, since otherwise the tool will not be used. Therefore with the 
parser tool the only input the tool needs is the name (and path if it is not lo-
cated in the directory one is calling the script) of the input file. Optionally the 
name for the output file can also be defined, if it is not defined the tool 
names it visualizedTEfile.txt. Listing 28 shows how the script is called as 
well as the console output for a single trouble report. 
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Listing 28: Console information for a trouble report HL40372 
The console window shows all the commands in the call and maps the ter-
mination to the command. It also gives the name for the output file. In this 
case, one of the needed traces was missing from the input log and the 
parser tool did do some assumptions. How the output file from the parser 
tool looks like is introduced with examples in Chapter 8.1. 
7.5 Implementing Graphics in Parser Tool 
At the beginning of the project it was agreed that in order to get faster results 
the output file should also be a text file and graphics should be just drawn 
with characters (- < > [ ]). It was agreed to research improved graphics later. 
Figure 12 shows the initial proposal of how to draw the termination. 
 
Figure 12: Termination picture 
During the project experiments with Graphviz were carried out and it was 
seen that it would be possible to use it and generate .ps or .pdf files with 
nicer looking graphics. However, it was found out that users of the tool 
wanted to have a possibility to compare the input and output files. Therefore, 
the original approach having a text file including the traces in original format 
was chosen. 
>python pythonParser.py HL40372.txt HL40372_parsed.txt 
 
T1 :  MSP_RESERVE_REQ 
WARNING: clientCep info not received in Msp_AttachReq 
T1 :  MSP_ATTACH_CFM 
T1 :  MSP_ATTACH_CFM 
T2 :  MSP_RESERVE_REQ 
WARNING: clientCep info not received in Msp_AttachReq 
T2 :  MSP_ATTACH_CFM 
T2 :  MSP_ATTACH_CFM 
T1 :  MSP_CONNECT_IND 
T2 :  MSP_CONNECT_IND 
T1 :  MSP_CONNECT_IND 
T2 :  MSP_CONNECT_IND 
T2 :  MSP_RELEASE_REQ 
T1 :  MSP_RELEASE_REQ 
 
Not all needed information was given by TE log, some assumptions were done! 
Script READY! Check results from HL40372_parsed.txt 
Test time:  1.47 
           [   service0    ]            
  -------> [   service1    ] ------->   
           [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [               ]   AAL2   I 
           [               ]            
  <------- [               ] <-------   
           [               ]            
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8 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
This chapter presents the results of testing the parser tool and analyses 
them. The parser tool was tested with 55 log files from recent real trouble 
reports. Chapter 8.1 demonstrates the output from the parser tool with dif-
ferent call types. Chapter 8.2 checks how the requirements were complied. 
The last two Chapters, 8.3 and 8.4, present the actual test results. The next 
chapter, Chapter 9, draws the conclusions based on the test results pre-
sented in this chapter.  
8.1 Output from Parser Tool for Different Call Types 
Listings in this chapter are modified listings of the real output from the parser 
tool. The first reason for the modifications is to keep listings short enough. 
Therefore, an updated context picture is printed mostly just once per listing, 
even if in an actual output an updated context picture is printed after each 
trace. The second reason is confidentiality. The actual service names have 
been replaced with service text and the confidential information has been 
deleted from traces. 
The output file from the parser tool is a text file without any colors. However, 
some text is changed red and some blue or green boxes and red circles are 
added in the listings in this chapter to highlight important parts. The red font 
and red circles in the listings are used in all chapters and show the changed 
parts in the context picture. The blue boxes are used in Chapter 8.1.1 and 
are for the line number of the trace in the input file. The contexts inside of 
the green boxes used in Chapter 8.1.3 represent the terminations, which 
have already been reserved and connected.  
Before presenting the output from different call cases, Figure 13 clarifies 
how different stream modes and connection status are shown in the context 
picture. There are four possible stream modes; isolated, receive only, send 
only, and send and receive. In addition, there are two possible modes for 
connection status, either connected or disconnected. 
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Figure 13: Stream visualization in the context picture 
As can be seen in Figure 13 there can be eight combinations of different 
stream mode and connection status. The first and last are easy to print, 
when the connection point is in isolated-stream mode both streams are 
ended with a pipe (marked with 4 and 8 in Figure 13), whereas with send 
and receive-stream mode both streams are ended with an angle bracket 
(marked with 1 and 5 in Figure 13).  
How send only- and receive only-stream modes are printed depends on 
which side of the termination the connection point is located. However, print-
ing is logical; with send only-stream mode the stream out from the termina-
tion is ended with the angle bracket (marked with 3 and 6 in Figure 13) 
whereas with receive only stream mode the stream towards the termination 
is ended with the angle bracket (marked with 2 and 7 in Figure 13).  
The connection status is seen in number of characters in the end of the 
stream; two characters (either >> or |>) means that the stream is connected 
and only one character (either > or >) means that the stream is discon-
nected. 
8.1.1 Basic Call (One Context and Two Terminations) 
This chapter presents how the parser tool presents a very basic call, with TR 
number HK57218_1, having only one context with two terminations. At first 
as Listing 29 shows, the first reserve request in a call is recieved. 
           [   service0    ]                     [   service1    ]            
  -------> [   service1    ] -------|   -------| [   service2    ] -------|   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service5    ]            
E          [               ]          I          [   service9    ]          E J 
           [               ]                     [   service16   ]            
  <------- [               ] <-------   <------- [               ] |-------   
           [               ]                     [               ]          
   
           [   service0    ]                     [   service1    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   ------>> [   service2    ] ------|>   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service5    ]            
E          [               ]          I          [   service9    ]          E 
           [               ]                     [   service16   ]            
  <<------ [               ] <|------   <|------ [               ] <|------   
           [               ]                     [               ]         
  
 
1  send and receive   disconnected 
2  receive only       disconnected 
3  send only          disconnected 
4  isolated           disconnected 
5  send and receive   connected 
6  send only          connected 
7  receive only       connected 
8  isolated           connected 
1 
8765 
432
58 
 
Listing 29:  Creating the context CTX1 and reserving the first termination T1 
As Listing 29 shows, the reserve request creates a new termination and as 
this is the first reserve request it also creates a new context for the termina-
tion. Since there is no test information available, these are named CTX1 and 
T1. The parts marked red in the trace are needed for creating the context 
picture. Listing 30 shows updates for the rest of the cepIds for T1. 
 
Listing 30: Setting all CepIds for T1 and connection the external side of T1 
In Listing 30 there are five traces. The first two are used for updating the in-
ternal cepIds (marked with red 1) and the next two for the external cepIds 
(marked with red 2). The last trace indicates that a connection is set up on 
external side (marked with red 3). In Listing 31 another reserve request is 
received.  
[2009-05-05 03:06:05.132] 001000/DSPA TRACE6:MSP_RESERVE_REQ received with JJJ 
services:50400 clientResourceId:697 serverResourceId:0 inCepId:2000812  
exCepId:200081B inStreamMode:3 exStreamMode:3 inCepType:2 exCeptType:2 
                  T1                    
              001000/DSPA               
        clientResourceId 0x697          
                                        
           [   service0    ]            
  -------> [   service1    ] ------->   
           [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [               ]   AAL2   I 
           [               ]            
  <------- [               ] <-------   
           [               ]            
exCepId 0x81B           inCepId 0x812 
ClientCep NA             ClientCep NA 
ServerCep NA             ServerCep NA 
[2009-05-05 03:06:05.132] 001000/DSPA TRACE2:Msp_AttachReq received.   JJJJ J 
userPlaneCepId 0x812 cepType 0x2 streamMode 0x3 enableSmBypass 0x1  
clientCepId 0x14C CpProcessId 0xC UpProcessId 0xA  
[2009-05-05 03:06:05.132] 001000/DSPA TRACE7:MSP_ATTACH_CFM received  
with serverCepId 0x3, clientCepId 0x14C  
                                       
[2009-05-05 03:06:05.132] 001000/DSPA TRACE2:Msp_AttachReq received.  
userPlaneCepId 0x81B cepType 0x2 streamMode 0x3 enableSmBypass 0x0  
clientCepId 0x14B CpProcessId 0xC UpProcessId 0xA  
[2009-05-05 03:06:05.136] 001000/DSPA TRACE7:MSP_ATTACH_CFM received  
with serverCepId 0x2, clientCepId 0x14B  
 
[2009-05-05 03:06:05.144] 001000/DSPA TRACE2:ConnectInd received.  
serverCepId 0x2, serverCepId2 0x0 
                  T1                    
              001000/DSPA               
        clientResourceId 0x697          
                                        
           [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------->   
           [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [               ]   AAL2   I 
           [               ]            
  <<------ [               ] <-------   
           [               ]            
exCepId 0x81B           inCepId 0x812 
ClientCep 0x14B       ClientCep 0x14C 
ServerCep 0x2           ServerCep 0x3 
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[2009-05-05 03:06:05.260] 001000/DSPA TRACE2:ConnectInd received.  JJJJJJJJJJ 
serverCepId 0xC, serverCepId2 0x0  
[2009-05-05 03:06:05.260] 001000/DSPA TRACE2:ConnectInd received.  
serverCepId 0xA, serverCepId2 0x0 
[2009-05-05 03:06:05.264] 001000/DSPA TRACE2:ConnectInd received.  
serverCepId 0x3, serverCepId2 0xA 
                  T1                                     T2                    
              001000/DSPA                            001000/DSPA               
        clientResourceId 0x697                 clientResourceId 0x698          
                                                                               
           [   service0    ]                     [   service1    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   ------|> [   service2    ] ------>>   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service5    ]            
E   AAL2   [               ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service9    ]   AAL2   E 
           [               ]                     [   service16   ]            
  <<------ [               ] <<------   <<------ [               ] <<------   
           [               ]                     [               ]            
exCepId 0x81B           inCepId 0x812   inCepId 0x82B           exCepId 0x81C 
ClientCep 0x14B       ClientCep 0x14C   ClientCep 0x14A       ClientCep 0x149 
ServerCep 0x2           ServerCep 0x3   ServerCep 0xA           ServerCep 0xC 
 
 
Listing 31: Reserving the second termination T2 
Since there is no test information available, the parser tool assumes that the 
new termination belongs to the same context and is named T2 as seen in 
Listing 31. Next a through connection is established as seen in Listing 32.  
 
Listing 32: Connecting internal sides and external side of T2 
However, the connection is only in one way, since internal side of T2 is in 
send only mode. This is extremely easy to see from the context picture, but 
hard to figure out based on traces. If having only the input log trace informa-
tion, one should keep in mind the stream modes and connection status for 
all four connection points. Moreover, one should remember cepIds and 
serverCepIds for all connection points to be able to figure out which connec-
tion point has changed. What makes it even more difficult is that the informa-
tion is spread over 200 lines of text. In Listing 33 some services are added 
into both terminations.  
[2009-05-05 03:06:05.244] 001000/DSPA TRACE6:MSP_RESERVE_REQ received with JJJ 
services:410508 clientResourceId:698 serverResourceId:A6 inCepId:200082B  
exCepId:200081C inStreamMode:2 exStreamMode:3 inCepType:2 exCeptType:2 
                  T1                                     T2                    
              001000/DSPA                            001000/DSPA               
        clientResourceId 0x697                 clientResourceId 0x698          
                                                                               
           [   service0    ]                     [   service1    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------->   -------| [   service2    ] ------->   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service5    ]            
E   AAL2   [               ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service9    ]   AAL2   E 
           [               ]                     [   service16   ]            
  <<------ [               ] <-------   <------- [               ] <-------   
           [               ]                     [               ]            
exCepId 0x81B           inCepId 0x812   inCepId 0x82B           exCepId 0x81C 
ClientCep 0x14B       ClientCep 0x14C   ClientCep NA             ClientCep NA 
ServerCep 0x2           ServerCep 0x3   ServerCep NA             ServerCep NA 
108
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Listing 33: Adding service0 to T2 and secvice9 and service16 to T1 
The requirement eight in Table 4 states that the order of the services is pre-
defined. Therefore when service0 is added to T2 it goes on top. It is easy to 
see what was added or removed by comparing the context picture to the 
previous one. If there are more than seven services in one termination, the 
necessary rows are added to the context picture. This approach was chosen 
to keep the output as short as possible and fitting more information on the 
screen. Next the stream mode is modified in Listing 34. 
 
 
Listing 34: Changing the stream mode of the internal side of T2 from isolated to send 
and receive 
[2009-05-05 03:06:14.152] 001000/DSPA TRACE6:MSP_MODIFY_STREAM_MODE_REQ JJJJJJ 
received with clientResourceId:0x698 serverResourceId:0xA5  
cepId:0x200082B streamMode:0x3 
                  T1                                     T2                    
              001000/DSPA                            001000/DSPA               
        clientResourceId 0x697                 clientResourceId 0x698          
                                                                               
           [   service0    ]                     [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [   service9    ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service5    ]   AAL2   E 
           [   service16   ]                     [   service9    ]            
  <<------ [               ] <<------   <<------ [   service16   ] <<------   
           [               ]                     [               ]            
exCepId 0x81B           inCepId 0x812   inCepId 0x82B           exCepId 0x81C 
ClientCep 0x14B       ClientCep 0x14C   ClientCep 0x14A       ClientCep 0x149 
ServerCep 0x2           ServerCep 0x3   ServerCep 0xA           ServerCep 0xC 
[2009-05-05 03:06:05.384] 001000/DSPA TRACE6:MSP_MODIFY_RESOURCE_REQ JJJJJJJJJ 
received with services:0x450508 requestInstance:0x698  
clientResourceId:0x698 serverResourceId:0xA5 
                  T1                                     T2                    
              001000/DSPA                            001000/DSPA               
        clientResourceId 0x697                 clientResourceId 0x698          
                                                                               
           [   service0    ]                     [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   ------|> [   service1    ] ------>>   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [               ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service5    ]   AAL2   E 
           [               ]                     [   service9    ]            
  <<------ [               ] <<------   <<------ [   service16   ] <<------   
           [               ]                     [               ]            
exCepId 0x81B           inCepId 0x812   inCepId 0x82B           exCepId 0x81C 
ClientCep 0x14B       ClientCep 0x14C   ClientCep 0x14A       ClientCep 0x149 
ServerCep 0x2           ServerCep 0x3   ServerCep 0xA           ServerCep 0xC 
                                                                                
[2009-05-05 03:06:14.104] 001000/DSPA TRACE6:MSP_MODIFY_RESOURCE_REQ  
received with services:0x450408 requestInstance:0x697  
clientResourceId:0x697 serverResourceId:0xA6 
                  T1                                     T2                    
              001000/DSPA                            001000/DSPA               
        clientResourceId 0x697                 clientResourceId 0x698          
                                                                               
           [   service0    ]                     [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   ------|> [   service1    ] ------>>   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [   service9    ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service5    ]   AAL2   E 
           [   service16   ]                     [   service9    ]            
  <<------ [               ] <<------   <<------ [   service16   ] <<------   
           [               ]                     [               ]            
exCepId 0x81B           inCepId 0x812   inCepId 0x82B           exCepId 0x81C 
ClientCep 0x14B       ClientCep 0x14C   ClientCep 0x14A       ClientCep 0x149 
ServerCep 0x2           ServerCep 0x3   ServerCep 0xA           ServerCep 0xC 
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The stream mode of the internal side of T2 is modified to send and receive 
and this changes the connection to both ways. Listing 35 shows a situation 
where a service is added to T2 and then removed from it. 
 
 
Listing 35: Adding and removing service20 to/from T2 
As the last step of the call both terminations are released. The termination 
which is left is always printed on right and as in Listing 36.  
 
 
Listing 36: Releasing terminations T1 and T2 
[2009-05-05 03:06:39.740] 001000/DSPA TRACE6:MSP_RELEASE_REQ received for JJJJ 
clientResourceId 697 serverResourceId A6 
                  T2                    
              001000/DSPA               
        clientResourceId 0x698          
                                        
           [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
           [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [   service5    ]   AAL2   I 
           [   service9    ]            
  <<------ [   service16   ] <<------   
           [               ]            
exCepId 0x81C           inCepId 0x82B 
ClientCep 0x149       ClientCep 0x14A 
ServerCep 0xC           ServerCep 0xA 
                                        
[2009-05-05 03:06:39.820] 001000/DSPA TRACE6:MSP_RELEASE_REQ received for  
clientResourceId 698 serverResourceId A5 
[2009-05-05 03:06:29.396] 001000/DSPA TRACE6:MSP_MODIFY_RESOURCE_REQ JJJJJJJJJ 
received with services:0x450509 requestInstance:0x698  
clientResourceId:0x698 serverResourceId:0xA5 
                  T1                                     T2                    
              001000/DSPA                            001000/DSPA               
        clientResourceId 0x697                 clientResourceId 0x698          
                                                                               
           [   service0    ]                     [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [   service9    ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service5    ]   AAL2   E 
           [   service16   ]                     [   service9    ]            
  <<------ [               ] <<------   <<------ [   service16   ] <<------   
           [               ]                     [   service20   ]            
exCepId 0x81B           inCepId 0x812   inCepId 0x82B           exCepId 0x81C 
ClientCep 0x14B       ClientCep 0x14C   ClientCep 0x14A       ClientCep 0x149 
ServerCep 0x2           ServerCep 0x3   ServerCep 0xA           ServerCep 0xC 
                                                                               
[2009-05-05 03:06:29.544] 001000/DSPA TRACE6:MSP_MODIFY_RESOURCE_REQ  
received with services:0x450508 requestInstance:0x698  
clientResourceId:0x698 serverResourceId:0xA5 
                  T1                                     T2                    
              001000/DSPA                            001000/DSPA               
        clientResourceId 0x697                 clientResourceId 0x698          
                                                                               
           [   service0    ]                     [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [   service9    ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service5    ]   AAL2   E 
           [   service16   ]                     [   service9    ]            
  <<------ [               ] <<------   <<------ [   service16   ] <<------   
           [               ]                     [               ]            
exCepId 0x81B           inCepId 0x812   inCepId 0x82B           exCepId 0x81C 
ClientCep 0x14B       ClientCep 0x14C   ClientCep 0x14A       ClientCep 0x149 
ServerCep 0x2           ServerCep 0x3   ServerCep 0xA           ServerCep 0xC 
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Since T1 is released first, T2 is now printed on the right and the external and 
the internal sides of T2 are turned on the other way around in the context 
picture. The basic principle of all calls is the same. The next two chapters 
will show additions to the basic call, where there are three terminations in 
one context or where there are more than one context in a call. 
8.1.2 Call with Handover (One Context and Three Terminations) 
Listings 37 and 38 show the original setup for a handover call (HL26364). 
Terminations T1 and T2 in context CTX1 have been reserved and con-
nected in Listing 37.  
 
Listing 37: Starting setup for a handover: CTX1 
Listing 37 shows also one feature which improves the reliability of the parser 
tool. Since enabled trace groups differ, the same connection indication in-
formation can be fetched from three different traces. Therefore, for the 
parser tool it is enough having only one of them to be able to produce the 
correct update to the context picture. However, if all three are available the 
updated context picture is only printed after the first one just as in Listing 37. 
When the third reserve request is received, the termination is called T3 and 
a new context, CTX2, is created for it as seen in Listing 38. The parser tool 
has no way to know in this point if this is a handover call or a call with multi-
ple contexts. Therefore, it always assumes that only two adjacent reserve 
requests belong to the same context if there is no test information available 
providing the context and termination information. The complex call in the 
[2009-11-12 09:52:35.204] dsp1 TRACE2:ConnectInd received serverCepId 0x18 JJJ 
                  T1                                     T2                    
                 /dsp1                                  /dsp1                  
         clientResourceId 0x1                   clientResourceId 0x2           
                                                                               
           [   service0    ]                     [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   E 
           [               ]                     [               ]            
  <<------ [               ] <<------   <<------ [               ] <<------   
           [               ]                     [               ]            
exCepId 0x76             inCepId 0x75   inCepId 0x77             exCepId 0x78 
ClientCep 0x1           ClientCep 0x2   ClientCep 0x4           ClientCep 0x3 
ServerCep 0x17         ServerCep 0x16   ServerCep 0x18         ServerCep 0x19 
 
[2009-11-12 09:52:35.204] dsp1 TRACE2:ConnectInd received. serverCepId 0x18,  
remoteMacAddress 0:13:5E:EA:8F:CE, remoteIpAddress 0xA001505,  
remoteUdpPort 0x23D2, dscp 0xBA, pbit 0x6 
[2009-11-12 09:52:35.216] dsp1 TRACE6:MSP_CONNECT_IND sender 0x3, 
clientCepId 0x4,remoteMacAddress 00:10:01:00:00:00,remoteIpAddr 0.0.0.0, 
remoteUdpPort 29810 
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next chapter presents the case where the parser tool uses the test informa-
tion. 
 
 
Listing 38: Starting setup for a handover: CTX2 
It can also be seen that the format of the reserve request in Listing 38 differs 
from those presented in the previous chapter in Listings 29 and 31. The pa-
rameters are in different order, name-value pairs are separated with different 
punctuation marks and some values are in different format (integers vs. hex 
numbers). Moreover, to fetch all needed information to generate the context 
picture, two reserve request traces are needed in Listing 38.  
However, the result, the context picture, looks exactly the same. The order is 
taken care of by Pyparsing, but two other differences need to be handled by 
the parser tool. Different optional punctuation marks were added to the 
grammar definition and all parameter values are checked and reformatted if 
needed. 
When the parser tool sees a request for creating a duplicated cep, it knows 
that this is a handover call. Handling a request for creating a duplicated cep 
is shown in Listing 39. 
[2009-11-12 09:53:00.384] dsp1 TRACE6:*RESERVE_REQ* clientResourceId 0x3, JJJJ 
services 0x2050400,ServerResourceId 0x2,inCepId 0x2000079,exCepId 0x200007A, 
inStreamMode 3,exStreamMode 3,[3,2,99][1,0,99][1,0,99],time 0x7FD78C70 
[2009-11-12 09:53:00.384] dsp1 TRACE6:*RESERVE_REQ 2* clientResourceId 0x3, 
inCepType 0x2,exCepType 0x2,trafficType 0x0,clientActorId 0x0, 
deviceUserResourceId 0x0,testMode 0,emergencyIndicator 0,pcmCodingLaw 0 
 
[2009-11-12 09:53:00.384] dsp1 TRACE5:Msp_AttachReq received.  
userPlaneCepId 0x79 cepType 0x2 streamMode 0x3 enableSmBypass 0x1 clientCepId  
0x6 CpProcessId 0x10 UpProcessId 0xF ecInd 0 
[2009-11-12 09:53:00.384] dsp1 TRACE6:AttachCfm serverCepId 0x1A, 
clientCepId 0x6 
 
[2009-11-12 09:53:00.384] dsp1 TRACE5:Msp_AttachReq received.  
userPlaneCepId 0x7A cepType 0x2 streamMode 0x3 enableSmBypass 0x1 clientCepId  
0x5 CpProcessId 0x10 UpProcessId 0xF ecInd 0 
[2009-11-12 09:53:00.388] dsp1 TRACE6:AttachCfm serverCepId 0x1B, 
clientCepId 0x5 
                  T3                    
                 /dsp1                  
         clientResourceId 0x3           
                                        
           [   service0    ]            
  -------> [   service1    ] ------->   
           [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   I 
           [               ]            
  <------- [               ] <-------   
           [               ]            
exCepId 0x7A             inCepId 0x79 
ClientCep 0x5           ClientCep 0x6 
ServerCep 0x1B         ServerCep 0x1A 
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[2009-11-12 09:53:00.412] dsp1 TRACE6:*CREATE_DUPLICATE_CEP_REQ* JJJJJJJJJJJJJ 
clientResourceId 0x2,serverResourceId 0x2,sourceCepId 0x2000077, 
duplicateCepId 0x200007B,streamMode 0x2 
                                                         T1                    
                                                        /dsp1                  
                                                clientResourceId 0x1           
                                                 [   service0    ]            
                                        ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
                  T2                             [   service2    ]            
                 /dsp1                    AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   E 
         clientResourceId 0x2                    [               ]            
                                        <<------ [               ] <<------   
           [   service0    ] ------>>            [               ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] <<------  inCepId 0x75             exCepId 0x76 
           [   service2    ]           ClientCep 0x2           ClientCep 0x1 
E   AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   IServerCep 0x16         ServerCep 0x17 
           [               ]                                                   
  <<------ [               ] ------->                    T3                    
           [               ] |-------                   /dsp1                  
exCepId 0x78             inCepId 0x77           clientResourceId 0x3           
ClientCep 0x3           ClientCep 0x4            [   service0    ]            
ServerCep 0x19         ServerCep 0x18   -------> [   service1    ] ------->   
exDuplCepId NA       inDuplCepId 0x7B            [   service2    ]            
DuplServerCep NA     DuplServerCep NA     AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   E 
                                                 [               ]            
                                        <------- [               ] <-------   
                                                 [               ]            
                                       inCepId 0x79             exCepId 0x7A 
                                       ClientCep 0x6           ClientCep 0x5 
                                       ServerCep 0x1A         ServerCep 0x1B 
 
 
Listing 39: Adding T3 to CTX1 after receiving a create_duplicate_cep- request 
If there is no test information available, the parser tool checks if there are 
any contexts with a single termination. If it finds any, it assumes that this 
termination (here T3) belongs to the same context as the termination, which 
is the target of the request for creating a duplicated cep (here T2). The ter-
mination T3 is moved to CTX1 and its original context, CTX2, is destroyed. 
Since there is now only one context with three terminations left, the context 
picture is updated to show all three terminations and the duplicate cep in-
formation as can be seen in Listing 39. The termination with the duplicated 
cep is always on the left side in the context picture and two others one below 
another on the right side. Moreover, the connection streams, showing the 
stream mode and connection status, are drawn so that the streams with the 
original cep are on top and the streams with the duplicate cep are at the bot-
tom. Next in Listing 40 a request for creating a duplicated cep is confirmed. 
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[2009-11-12 09:53:00.412] dsp1 TRACE6:CreateDuplCep Cfm duplicateCepId  
0x200007B,sourceCepId 0x2000077,serverCepId 0x1C,clientCepId 0x4 
 
[2009-11-12 09:53:00.416] dsp1 TRACE2:ConnectInd received serverCepId 0x1C 
[2009-11-12 09:53:00.416] dsp1 TRACE2:ConnectInd received serverCepId 0x1A 
[2009-11-12 09:53:00.428] dsp1 TRACE2:ConnectInd received serverCepId 0x1B 
[2009-11-12 09:53:00.476] dsp1 TRACE2:DisconnectInd received. serverCepId 0x17 
                                                         T1                    
                                                        /dsp1                  
                                                clientResourceId 0x1           
                                                 [   service0    ]            
                                        ------>> [   service1    ] ------->   
                  T2                             [   service2    ]            
                 /dsp1                    AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   E 
         clientResourceId 0x2                    [               ]            
                                        <<------ [               ] <-------   
           [   service0    ] ------>>            [               ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] <<------  inCepId 0x75             exCepId 0x76 
           [   service2    ]           ClientCep 0x2           ClientCep 0x1 
E   AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   IServerCep 0x16         ServerCep 0x17 
           [               ]                                                   
  <<------ [               ] ------>>                    T3                    
           [               ] <|------                   /dsp1                  
exCepId 0x78             inCepId 0x77           clientResourceId 0x3           
ClientCep 0x3           ClientCep 0x4            [   service0    ]            
ServerCep 0x19         ServerCep 0x18   ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
exDuplCepId NA       inDuplCepId 0x7B            [   service2    ]            
DuplServerCep NA   DuplServerCep 0x1C     AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   E 
                                                 [               ]            
                                        <<------ [               ] <<------   
                                                 [               ]            
                                       inCepId 0x79             exCepId 0x7A 
                                       ClientCep 0x6           ClientCep 0x5 
                                       ServerCep 0x1A         ServerCep 0x1B 
 
 
Listing 40: Some connection status updates needed for a handover 
First in Listing 40 the server cep information for the new duplicated cep is 
updated (marked with red 1). This is needed to detect the connection indica-
tion for the duplicated cep (marked with red 2). Some other connection 
status updates are also done to connect T3 through (marked with red 3 and 
4) and disconnecting T1 (marked with red 5). 
Listing 41 shows the actual handover. First the stream mode for the original 
cep is set to send only mode (marked with red 1) and secondly the stream 
mode for the duplicated cep is set to send and receive (marked with red 2) 
and the call is handed over from T1 to T3. The rest is just cleaning up. In 
Listing 41 the internal streams between T2 and T1 are disconnected 
(marked with red 3 and 4). 
1
2
3 4
5
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[2009-11-12 09:53:00.484] dsp1 TRACE6:*MODIFY_STREAM_MODE_REQ*  
clientResourceId 0x2,serverResourceId 0x2,cepId 0x2000077,streamMode 0x2 
[2009-11-12 09:53:00.492] dsp1 TRACE6:*MODIFY_STREAM_MODE_REQ*  
clientResourceId 0x2,serverResourceId 0x2,cepId 0x200007B,streamMode 0x3 
 
[2009-11-12 09:53:06.520] dsp1 TRACE2:DisconnectInd received. serverCepId 0x16 
[2009-11-12 09:53:06.520] dsp1 TRACE2:DisconnectInd received. serverCepId 0x18 
                                                         T1                    
                                                        /dsp1                  
                                                clientResourceId 0x1           
                                                 [   service0    ]            
                                        -------> [   service1    ] ------->   
                  T2                             [   service2    ]            
                 /dsp1                    AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   E 
         clientResourceId 0x2                    [               ]            
                                        <------- [               ] <-------   
           [   service0    ] ------->            [               ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] |-------  inCepId 0x75             exCepId 0x76 
           [   service2    ]           ClientCep 0x2           ClientCep 0x1 
E   AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   IServerCep 0x16         ServerCep 0x17 
           [               ]                                                   
  <<------ [               ] ------>>                    T3                    
           [               ] <<------                   /dsp1                  
exCepId 0x78             inCepId 0x77           clientResourceId 0x3           
ClientCep 0x3           ClientCep 0x4            [   service0    ]            
ServerCep 0x19         ServerCep 0x18   ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
exDuplCepId NA       inDuplCepId 0x7B            [   service2    ]            
DuplServerCep NA   DuplServerCep 0x1C     AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   E 
                                                 [               ]            
                                        <<------ [               ] <<------   
                                                 [               ]            
                                       inCepId 0x79             exCepId 0x7A 
                                       ClientCep 0x6           ClientCep 0x5 
                                       ServerCep 0x1A         ServerCep 0x1B 
[2009-11-12 09:53:06.524] dsp1 TRACE6:*RELEASE_REQ* clientResourceId 0x1, JJJJ 
serverResourceId 0x1,[3,2,99][1,0,99][1,0,99],time 0xDB5B269A 
                  T2                                     T3                    
                 /dsp1                                  /dsp1                  
         clientResourceId 0x2                   clientResourceId 0x3           
                                                                               
           [   service0    ] ------->            [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] |-------   ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   E 
           [               ]                     [               ]            
  <<------ [               ] ------>>   <<------ [               ] <<------   
           [               ] <<------            [               ]            
exCepId 0x78             inCepId 0x77   inCepId 0x79             exCepId 0x7A 
ClientCep 0x3           ClientCep 0x4   ClientCep 0x6           ClientCep 0x5 
ServerCep 0x19         ServerCep 0x18   ServerCep 0x1A         ServerCep 0x1B 
exDuplCepId NA       inDuplCepId 0x7B   inDuplCepId NA         exDuplCepId NA 
DuplServerCep NA   DuplServerCep 0x1C   DuplServerCep NA     DuplServerCep NA 
 
 
Listing 41: Handover from T1 to T3 
When the release request is received as in Listing 42, the termination, T1, is 
removed from the context, CTX1 and the context picture is updated. How-
ever, since the duplicated cep still exists, there are two sets of internal 
streams for the termination T2.  
 
 
Listing 42: Releasing the termination T1 
1 4
2
3
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[2009-11-12 09:53:06.540] dsp1 TRACE6:*DESTROY_DUPLICATE_CEP_REQ* JJJJJJJJJJJJ 
clientResourceId 0x2,serverResourceId 0x2,cepId 0x2000077 
                  T2                                     T3                    
                 /dsp1                                  /dsp1                  
         clientResourceId 0x2                   clientResourceId 0x3           
                                                                               
           [   service0    ]                     [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
           [   service2    ]                     [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   E 
           [               ]                     [               ]            
  <<------ [               ] <<------   <<------ [               ] <<------   
           [               ]                     [               ]            
exCepId 0x78             inCepId 0x7B   inCepId 0x79             exCepId 0x7A 
ClientCep 0x3           ClientCep NA    ClientCep 0x6           ClientCep 0x5 
ServerCep 0x19         ServerCep 0x1C   ServerCep 0x1A         ServerCep 0x1B 
Finally a request for destroying duplicated cep is received (cf. Listing 43) 
and there is a basic context with two terminations left in the context picture. 
The duplicatedCepIds are copied to CepIds and removed from the picture. 
 
 
Listing 43: Destroying the duplicated cep 
In the next chapter two additional examples of more complex calls follow. In 
these examples the call has more than just one context. Moreover, another 
example deals with a case where there is additional test information avail-
able for setup. 
8.1.3 Calls with Multiple Contexts 
In some cases a call might be set up with more than just one context. Even 
in these cases the basic flow is the same as with the basic call in Chapter 
8.1.1. However, only one context picture with up to three terminations can 
be fitted on the screen without being dependent on the program used for 
viewing the result file. Therefore there is a need to have an overall view with 
the information of all contexts present in the call and how the terminations 
are mapped to these contexts.  
In addition, for the basic call the parser tool adds the picture of the overall 
call structure to the context picture. This picture can be either parsed from 
the test information as in the complex call example or generated by the 
parser tool as in the basic call example.  
Basic Call (Two Contexts each Having Two Terminations) 
The tool generated picture of the overall call structure is printed for the first 
time when the fourth reserve request is received. Since before that there is 
no way to know that there really are two contexts in the call as seen with the 
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[2009-12-29 10:40:39.804] 001100/DSP5 TRACE6:MSP_RESERVE_REQ received with JJJ 
services:40400 clientResourceId:F8C serverResourceId:A5 inCepId:20007E6  
exCepId:20007E7 inStreamMode:2 exStreamMode:3 inCepType:2 exCeptType:2 
                  T3                   
              001100/DSP5               
        clientResourceId 0xF8C          
                                        
           [   service0    ]            
  -------> [   service2    ] ------->   
           [               ]            
E   AAL2   [               ]   AAL2   I 
           [               ]            
  <------- [               ] |-------   
           [               ]            
exCepId 0x7E7           inCepId 0x7E6 
ClientCep NA             ClientCep NA 
ServerCep NA             ServerCep NA 
 
[2009-12-29 10:40:39.952] 001100/DSP5 TRACE6:MSP_RESERVE_REQ received with  
services:440400 clientResourceId:F8D serverResourceId:A4 inCepId:20007E8  
exCepId:20007E9 inStreamMode:3 exStreamMode:3 inCepType:2 exCeptType:2 
 
      T1 | T2   T3 | T4   
 ----- CTX1 ---- CTX2 ------  
 
 
                  T3                                     T4                  
              001100/DSP5                            001100/DSP5               
        clientResourceId 0xF8C                 clientResourceId 0xF8D          
                                                                               
           [   service2    ]                     [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [               ] ------->   -------> [   service2    ] ------->   
           [               ]                     [   service5    ]            
E   AAL2   [               ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [               ]   AAL2   E 
           [               ]                     [               ]            
  <<------ [               ] |-------   <------- [               ] <-------   
           [               ]                     [               ]            
exCepId 0x7E7           inCepId 0x7E6   inCepId 0x7E8           exCepId 0x7E9 
ClientCep 0x147       ClientCep 0x148   ClientCep NA             ClientCep NA 
ServerCep 0x6           ServerCep 0x5   ServerCep NA             ServerCep NA 
handover call case in Chapter 8.1.2. However, after the fourth reserve re-
quest the picture of the overall call structure is included in all context pic-
tures. 
The parser tool assumes that two adjacent contexts are connected together 
when there is no test information available and prints them out in the order 
they have been reserved. In the case without any test information this is 
then a numerical order, since the parser tool sets the contexts and termina-
tions in increasing numerical order starting with index one. One example 
from the trouble report HL41687 is shown in Listing 44. 
 
 
Listing 44: The tool generated picture of the overall call structure  
As can be seen in Listing 44, the context picture shows still only one context 
at the time. However, in addition there is a picture which shows all the con-
texts in the call and the terminations there is in them. 
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Complex Call 
In the cases where there is test information available, the parser tool uses 
this information for generating the picture of the overall call structure as well 
as defining the names for terminations and contexts and specifying in which 
context a termination belongs to. It might also use this information for error 
recovery. The test information can be divided in the overall call structure in-
formation and setup information.  
An example of the overall call structure information from HK62513 is shown 
in Listing 39. The overall call structure information defines the names of the 
contexts, the connections; types and destinations, the terminations; names 
and locations. The parser tool recognized this information, since there is al-
ways   !- combination in the beginning of the line. 
 
Listing 45: Test information of the overall call structure 
Examples of setup information can be seen in Listings 46, 47 and 48. These 
three listings show how three reserve requests for same context are handled 
for preparing a handover.  
 
Listing 46: Test information for setup used in the first reserve request in CTX1 
## Setup CTX1: ADD T1 TDM, TFO enabled    
[2009-05-20 12:09:40.384] 000600 TRACE6:*RESERVE_REQ* clientResourceId 0x122C, 
services 0x2000000,colServerResourceId 0x0,inCepId 0x2000158,exCepId 0x1004019, 
inStreamMode 3,exStreamMode 3,[1,0,99][1,0,99][1,0,99],time 0xF1D1FCEF 
[2009-05-20 12:09:40.384] 000600/dsp11 TRACE6:*RESERVE_REQ 2* clientResourceId 0x122C, 
inCepType 0x2,exCepType 0x1,trafficType 0x0,clientActorId 0x1,deviceUserResourceId 0x254E, JJJJ 
testMode 0,emergencyIndicator 0,pcmCodingLaw 0 
 
     000600/dspF       000600/dsp10       000600/dsp11                                           
     +-CTX31----+      +-CTX11----+ TFO +-CTX1-----+ Iu Over IP                                 
-TDM-+-T32--T31-+-NbCS-+-T12--T11-+-TDM-+-T1----T2-+-CS-                                         
     +----------+      +----------+     |  |       |                                             
                        TFO EP<----     |  |       |  000600/dsp12 002100/dsp9  000600/dsp13    
                                        |  |       | TFO +-CTX41----+      +-CTX61----+         
                                        |  +----T4-+-TDM-+-T41--T42-+-NbCS-+-T61--T62-+-TDM-   
                                        +-------EC-+     +----------+      +----------+         
                                                IPE         ---->TFO EP                          
                  T1                    
             000600/dsp11               
        clientResourceId 0x122C         
                                        
           [   service31   ]            
  -------> [               ] ------->   
           [               ]            
E   AAL1   [               ]   AAL2   I 
           [               ]            
  <------- [               ] <-------   
           [               ]            
exCepId 0x4019          inCepId 0x158 
ClientCep NA             ClientCep NA 
ServerCep NA             ServerCep NA 
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The setup of CTX1 starts by adding T1 when a reserve request is received 
(cf. Listing 46). The picture of the overall call structure is shown as a part of 
each context picture, and therefore it is easy to see what to expect. Test 
cases are built so that reservations and connections are done from left to 
right. Therefore in this example for the contexts inside of the green box the 
terminations have been reserved and connected. Next T2 is added to CTX1 
when reserve request is received (cf. Listing 47).  
 
Listing 47: Test information for setup used in the second reserve request in CTX1 
The setup information always starts with two hashes. The parser tool re-
quires that the setup information line starts with two hashes and it recog-
nizes the keywords Setup (cf. Listings 46 and 47) and Start handover (cf. 
Listing 48). Moreover, it is able to return the names of the context and of the 
termination, even if the format of the setup information varies (compare List-
ings 46 and 47) and the context or termination information can be in different 
locations in the setup information string (compare Listings 47 and 48). 
Listing 48 shows how handling a handover differs when there is setup infor-
mation available. Since now the parser tool knows that the reserve request 
belongs to a certain context and that it is the third termination in that context, 
it immediately adds it in the correct place even if a request for creating a du-
plicated cep is not yet received. 
 
## Setup CTX1, ADD T2 Iu Over IP, UMTS_AMR2, streamMode Inactive    
[2009-05-20 12:09:40.728] 000600/dsp11 TRACE6:*RESERVE_REQ* clientResourceId 0x122D, 
services 0x2410400,colServerResourceId 0x1,inCepId 0x200014F,exCepId 0x2000153, 
inStreamMode 0,exStreamMode 3,[2,1,99][1,0,99][1,0,99],time 0xF6F553B2 
[2009-05-20 12:09:40.728] 000600/dsp11 TRACE6:*RESERVE_REQ 2* clientResourceId 0x122D, 
inCepType 0x2,exCepType 0x2,trafficType 0x0,clientActorId 0x1,deviceUserResourceId 0x2558, JJJ 
testMode 0,emergencyIndicator 0,pcmCodingLaw 0  
 
     000600/dspF       000600/dsp10       000600/dsp11                                          
     +-CTX31----+      +-CTX11----+ TFO +-CTX1-----+ Iu Over IP                                 
-TDM-+-T32--T31-+-NbCS-+-T12--T11-+-TDM-+-T1----T2-+-CS-                                        
     +----------+      +----------+     |  |       |                                            
                        TFO EP<----     |  |       | 000600/dsp12 002100/dsp9  000600/dsp13    
                                        |  |       | TFO +-CTX41----+      +-CTX61----+         
                                        |  +----T4-+-TDM-+-T41--T42-+-NbCS-+-T61--T62-+-TDM-   
                                        +-------EC-+     +----------+      +----------+         
                                                IPE         ---->TFO EP                         
 
                  T1                                     T2                    
             000600/dsp11                           000600/dsp11               
        clientResourceId 0x122C                clientResourceId 0x122D         
                                                                               
           [   service31   ]                     [   service1    ]            
  ------>> [               ] ------->   -------| [   service2    ] ------->   
           [               ]                     [   service9    ]            
E   AAL1   [               ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service31   ]   AAL2   E 
           [               ]                     [               ]            
  <<------ [               ] <-------   |------- [               ] <-------   
           [               ]                     [               ]            
exCepId 0x4019          inCepId 0x158   inCepId 0x14F           exCepId 0x153 
ClientCep 0x1           ClientCep 0x2   ClientCep NA             ClientCep NA 
ServerCep 0x5D         ServerCep 0x5C   ServerCep NA             ServerCep NA 
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RESIF_RESERVE_REQ 
ERROR: There is something wrong, context info not set JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ 
Context and termination info was found, a bug fixed! 
RESIF_RESERVE_REQ 2 
 
 
Listing 48: Test information for setup used in the third reserve request in CTX1 
The test information is also used for error recovery. The parser tool uses the 
information shown in Listing 45 to generate a data structure, which maps the 
terminations and their locations to the certain context as Listing 49 shows.  
 
 
Listing 49: Context information data structure used in error recovery 
Now the parser tool might be able to proceed when it receives the reserve 
request and setup information was not received as seen in Listing 51. Listing 
50 shows how the error and recovery from it is seen in console.  
 
 
 
 
Listing 50: Console information with successful error recovery 
## Start Handover, ADD T4 TDM (TFO enabled) with topology to CTX1    
[2009-05-20 12:09:49.112] 000600/dsp11 TRACE6:*RESERVE_REQ* clientResourceId 0x122E, 
services 0x2400020,colServerResourceId 0x2,inCepId 0x200015B,exCepId 0x100401C, 
inStreamMode 3,exStreamMode 3,[6,5,99][1,0,99][1,0,99],time 0x73E0D37E 
[2009-05-20 12:09:49.112] 000600/dsp11 TRACE6:*RESERVE_REQ 2* clientResourceId 0x122E, 
inCepType 0x2,exCepType 0x1,trafficType 0x0,clientActorId 0x1,deviceUserResourceId 0x2562, JJJ 
testMode 0,emergencyIndicator 0,pcmCodingLaw 0  
 
     000600/dspF       000600/dsp10       000600/dsp11                                          
     +-CTX31----+      +-CTX11----+ TFO +-CTX1-----+ Iu Over IP                                 
-TDM-+-T32--T31-+-NbCS-+-T12--T11-+-TDM-+-T1----T2-+-CS-                                        
     +----------+      +----------+     |  |       |                                            
                        TFO EP<----     |  |       |  000600/dsp12 002100/dsp9  000600/dsp13    
                                        |  |       | TFO +-CTX41----+      +-CTX61----+         
                                        |  +----T4-+-TDM-+-T41--T42-+-NbCS-+-T61--T62-+-TDM-   
                                        +-------EC-+     +----------+      +----------+         
                                                IPE         ---->TFO EP                         
 
                                                         T2                    
                                                    000600/dsp11               
                                               clientResourceId 0x122D         
                                                 [   service0    ]            
                                        ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
                  T1                             [   service2    ]            
             000600/dsp11                 AAL2   [   service3    ]   AAL2   E 
        clientResourceId 0x122C                  [   service5    ]            
                                        <<------ [   service9    ] <<------   
           [   service31   ]                     [   service31   ]            
  ------>> [               ] ------>>  inCepId 0x14F           exCepId 0x153 
           [               ]           ClientCep 0x4           ClientCep 0x3 
E   AAL1   [               ]   AAL2   IServerCep 0x5E         ServerCep 0x5F 
           [               ]                                                   
  <<------ [               ] <<------                    T4                    
           [               ]                        000600/dsp11               
exCepId 0x4019          inCepId 0x158          clientResourceId 0x122E         
ClientCep 0x1           ClientCep 0x2            [   service9    ]            
ServerCep 0x5D         ServerCep 0x5C   -------> [   service14   ] ------->   
exDuplCepId NA         inDuplCepId NA            [   service31   ]            
DuplServerCep NA     DuplServerCep NA     AAL2   [               ]   AAL1   E 
                                                 [               ]            
                                        <------- [               ] <-------   
                                                 [               ]            
                                       inCepId 0x15B          exCepId 0x401C 
                                       ClientCep NA             ClientCep NA 
                                       ServerCep NA             ServerCep NA 
CTX11   [['T12', '000600', 'dsp10'], ['T11', '000600', 'dsp10']] 
CTX1    [['T1', '000600', 'dsp11'], ['T2', '000600', 'dsp11'], ['T4', '000600', 'dsp11']] 
CTX61   [['T61', '000600', 'dsp13'], ['T62', '000600', 'dsp13']] 
CTX31   [['T32', '000600', 'dspF'], ['T31', '000600', 'dspF']] 
CTX41   [['T41', '000600', 'dsp12'], ['T42', '002100', 'dsp9']] 
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[2009-05-20 12:09:50.188] 002100/dsp9 TRACE6:*RESERVE_REQ* clientResourceId 0xA4B, 
services 0x2400400,colServerResourceId 0x0,inCepId 0x20000E0,exCepId 0x20000E6,inStreamMode 3,J 
exStreamMode 3,[1,0,99][1,0,99][1,0,99],time 0x18028DEE 
[2009-05-20 12:09:50.188] 002100/dsp9 TRACE6:*RESERVE_REQ 2* clientResourceId 0xA4B, 
inCepType 0x2,exCepType 0x2,trafficType 0x0,clientActorId 0x1,deviceUserResourceId 0x256C, 
testMode 0,emergencyIndicator 0,pcmCodingLaw 0 
 
     000600/dspF       000600/dsp10       000600/dsp11                                           
     +-CTX31----+      +-CTX11----+ TFO +-CTX1-----+ Iu Over IP                                  
-TDM-+-T32--T31-+-NbCS-+-T12--T11-+-TDM-+-T1----T2-+-CS-                                         
     +----------+      +----------+     |  |       |                                             
                        TFO EP<----     |  |       |  000600/dsp12 002100/dsp9  000600/dsp13    
                                        |  |       | TFO +-CTX41----+      +-CTX61----+         
                                        |  +----T4-+-TDM-+-T41--T42-+-NbCS-+-T61--T62-+-TDM-   
                                        +-------EC-+     +----------+      +----------+         
                                                IPE         ---->TFO EP                          
 
                  T41                                    T42                   
             000600/dsp12                           002100/dsp9               
        clientResourceId 0x1325                clientResourceId 0xA4B         
   
           [   service31   ]                     [   service2    ]            
  ------>> [               ] ------->   -------> [   service9    ] ------->   
           [               ]                     [   service31   ]            
E   AAL1   [               ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [               ]   AAL2   E 
           [               ]                     [               ]            
  <<------ [               ] <-------   <------- [               ] <-------   
           [               ]                     [               ]            
exCepId 0x401B          inCepId 0x15A   inCepId 0xE0             exCepId 0xE6 
ClientCep 0x1           ClientCep 0x2   ClientCep NA             ClientCep NA 
ServerCep 0x5A         ServerCep 0x59   ServerCep NA             ServerCep NA 
In this example the reserve request can be ensured to be for T42, since it is 
the only termination located in dsp9. However, the algorithm is a basic one 
and it should be improved in the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
Listing 51: Parser tool output with successful error recovery 
This chapter introduced how the parser tool visualizes the textual informa-
tion. The next chapter will go through the requirements and see whether 
they were complied. 
8.2 Requirement Compliance 
This chapter checks whether the requirements listed in Table 3 were filled 
and finds the reasons for those which were not. Table 18 shows how the re-
quirements were complied. 
1. The parser tool should read the TE log file trace by trace. Fully compliant  
2. The parser tool should work for all devices (excluding data de-
vises) 
Fully compliant 
3. If it finds any of listed keywords in the line it stores the needed 
information and prints an updated context picture in the output 
file.  
Fully compliant for 
all keywords listed 
in Table 11 
4. Easy maintainability and high tolerance for grammar changes. Fully compliant 
5. Possibility to create a termination class including termination 
data and methods for printing the termination.  
Fully compliant 
6. The parser tool should work both in Linux as well as in UNIX 
environment.  
Partly compliant 
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7. The parser generator should be open source and have a rea-
sonable number of users worldwide. 
Fully compliant 
8. Having services in defined order inside the termination. Fully compliant 
Table 18: Requirements compliance 
The parser tool fulfills the first two requirements as seen in Chapter 7 and 
8.1. The requirements five (cf. Chapter 7.3.2), seven (cf. Chapter 5.3.3) and 
eight (cf. Chapter 8.1.1) are fulfilled. Moreover, the requirement three is ful-
filled; since all the keywords listed in Table 11 are supported. However, 
there might be a need to add some more keywords later when new trouble 
reports are received. Table 19 maps which listing in Chapter 8.1 provides an 
example of each key word. 
Context picture update 
needed for… 
Keywords Listing 
reserving a termination MSP_RESERVE_REQ 
*RESERVE_REQ* 
*RESERVE_REQ 2* 
29, 31, 44  
38, 46, 47 , 48 
38, 46, 47 , 48 
modifying services MSP_MODIFY_REQ 
*MODIFY_REQ* 
33, 35 
52 
releasing a termination  MSP_RELEASE_REQ 
*RELEASE_REQ* 
36 
42 
setting connections  ConnectInd 
MSP_CONNECT_IND 
30, 32, 37, 40 
37 
releasing connections  DisconnectInd 40, 41 
modifying stream modes  MSP_MODIFY_STREAM_MODE_REQ 
*MODIFY_STREAM_MODE_REQ* 
34 
41 
getting different cep ids  Msp_AttachReq 30, 38 
getting different cep ids  MSP_ATTACH_CFM 
AttachCfm 
30 
38 
making a handover  *CREATE_DUPLICATE_CEP_REQ* 
CreateDuplCep Cfm 
*DESTROY_DUPLICATE_CEP_REQ* 
39 
40 
43 
information describing a 
test case 
##  
  ! 
46, 47, 48 
45, 49 
Table 19: Mapping the required keywords to the output listings in Chapter 8.1 
The development of the tool has proved the compliance of the fourth re-
quirement; using Pyparsing makes the tool easy to maintain and highly tol-
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erant for grammar changes. The tool development was started just with two 
trace and error log files; once they worked the tool was tried out with some 
others. In most cases only minor changes in the grammar were needed. 
Moreover, the parser tool does not care in which order the parameters are 
received, since it stores them as name-value pairs and accesses them by 
the name. Chapter 8.1 provided several examples of the small differences 
between call types and devices.  
The sixth requirement is only partly fulfilled. At the moment the parser tool 
works only in Linux environment. It does not work in the UNIX environment, 
since the IT support services have had problems in adding the Pyparsing 
module to the system. If that were added, the parser tool would work also in 
UNIX environment. Moreover, the parser tool works via remote connection; 
therefore it can be also used by UNIX users. 
The next chapter will go through the test statistics for the parser tool to prove 
whether it works for other input files than the four presented in this chapter. 
8.3 Test Statistics for Parser Tool 
The parser tool has been tested with 55 trouble reports and with the latest 
version (v5) of the tool correct output log was produced for 50 of them. Table 
20 summarizes the test results for the parser tool.  
 TR number Passed   TR number Passed   TR number Passed 
1 HJ97694_1 30-Dec-09  21 HL39919 4-Jan-10  41 HL43757 18-Jan-10 
2 HK56431 3-Dec-09  22 HL40372 18-Jan-10  42 HL44150 20-Jan-10 
3 HK57218_1 18-Jan-10  23 HL40584 4-Jan-10  43 HL44178 18-Jan-10 
4 HK57218_2 18-Jan-10  24 HL40593 18-Jan-10  44 HL44382  
5 HK62513 3-Dec-09  25 HL40637 18-Jan-10  45 HL44418 18-Jan-10 
6 HK62866 18-Jan-10  26 HL40663_1 18-Jan-10  46 HL44669 18-Jan-10 
7 HK63406 18-Jan-10  27 HL40663_2 18-Jan-10  47 HL44865  
8 HK63483 18-Jan-10  28 HL40726 4-Jan-10  48 HL45256  
9 HK63491 18-Jan-10  29 HL40745 4-Jan-10  49 HL45283 18-Jan-10 
10 HK63501 18-Jan-10  30 HL41049 4-Jan-10  50 HL45389 18-Jan-10 
11 HK63642 20-Jan-10  31 HL41687 4-Jan-10  51 HL45775 20-Jan-10 
12 HK64233 18-Jan-10  32 HL41710 4-Jan-10  52 HL45992 20-Jan-10 
13 HK89302 18-Jan-10  33 HL42014 18-Jan-10  53 HL46302 20-Jan-10 
14 HL26364 4-Jan-10  34 HL42967 18-Jan-10  54 HL46331_1  
15 HL26385 18-Jan-10  35 HL43005 18-Jan-10  55 HL46331_2  
16 HL32371 18-Jan-10  36 HL43607 18-Jan-10     
17 HL39425 18-Jan-10  37 HL43621 18-Jan-10     
18 HL39463 4-Jan-10  38 HL43663 18-Jan-10     
19 HL39838 18-Jan-10  39 HL43730 18-Jan-10     
20 HL39865 18-Jan-10  40 HL43746 18-Jan-10     
Table 20:  Test results for the parser tool 
The trouble reports marked with blue in Table 20 are the ones used for the 
printouts in Chapter 8.1. The trouble reports marked with red are the ones 
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where some additions for the parser tool are needed. Three of them are 
handover cases for another two use unsupported service types.  
The trouble report marked with green, HL44669, was redirected for another 
loadmodule since the output log from the parser tool helped to prove that 
some services were incorrect, there should have been service5 in T1 
against service5 in T2, but there were service5 in T1 against service9 in T2. 
Moreover, the tool has been successfully used by several designers with 
other trouble reports than those listed in Table 20. For example, the trouble 
report HL57886 was cancelled since the output log from the parser tool 
helped to prove that the problem was in the test case; service13 was re-
served instead of service15. 
Table 21 shows the size of some input and output files for selected trouble 
reports. Figure 14 shows the same in a graphical format. Table 21 and Fig-
ure 14 indicate that the size of the output files is not linearly growing with the 
size of the input file. However, all output files are shorter than the input file 
and most of them are less than 20 pages long. Moreover, with larger files 
the output files are more compressed, less than 15% of the size of an input 
file. 
input input output output vs input
TR number kb pages pages
1 HL40372 25 8 4 50 %
18 HL44669 54 20 7 35 %
31 HL45775 75 25 16 64 %
35 HL26364 94 31 14 45 %
38 HL45992 120 51 10 20 %
47 HL41710 195 59 31 53 %
47 HL44150 298 102 14 14 %
49 HK57218_1 377 147 10 7 %
50 HL41687 523 202 16 8 %
52 HK89302 816 317 21 7 %
54 HK62513 1598 610 58 10 %  
Table 21: The size of the input and output files 
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Figure 14: The size of the input and output files 
This chapter demonstrated that the tool works with a large scale of different 
input files. Moreover, in addition to visualizing the textual information it man-
ages to significantly compress the amount of data left in the output file. The 
next chapter deals with the performance measurements, since the perform-
ance of Pyparsing was seen as a concern. 
8.4 Performance Issues 
The only concern left when Pyparsing was chosen to write the parser tool 
was whether it would be fast enough for the application. Therefore, some 
measurements for the execution time were done. Figure 15 presents how 
the execution time behaves when the file size increases.  
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Figure 15: The execution time for the parser tool 
It is seen in Figure 15 that the execution time increases exponentially. How-
ever, it can also be seen in Figure 15 that even with the largest file, the exe-
cution time was just slightly over 2 minutes. Since the parser tool is just run 
once per each input file this is certainly fast enough. Moreover, median exe-
cution time for trouble reports (cf. Table 20) is only 3 seconds. Figure 16 
shows the size of all trouble reports listed in Table 20.  
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Figure 16: The size of the input files in the received trouble reports 
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[2009-05-20 12:09:41.776] 000600/dsp11 TRACE6:*MODIFY_RESOURCE_REQ* clientResourceId 0x122D, J 
services 0x2550500,serverResourceId 0x2,requestInstance 0x122D,[3,2,99][1,0,99][1,0,99], 
time 0x6923FB1 
 
     000600/dspF       000600/dsp10       000600/dsp11                                          
     +-CTX31----+      +-CTX11----+ TFO +-CTX1-----+ Iu Over IP                                 
-TDM-+-T32--T31-+-NbCS-+-T12--T11-+-TDM-+-T1----T2-+-CS-                                        
     +----------+      +----------+     |  |       |                                            
                        TFO EP<----     |  |       |  000600/dsp12 002100/dsp9  000600/dsp13    
                                        |  |       | TFO +-CTX41----+      +-CTX61----+         
                                        |  +----T4-+-TDM-+-T41--T42-+-NbCS-+-T61--T62-+-TDM-   
                                        +-------EC-+     +----------+      +----------+         
                                                IPE         ---->TFO EP                         
 
                  T1                                    T2                   
             000600/dsp11                          000600/dsp11              
        clientResourceId 0x122C                clientResourceId 0x122D         
   
           [   service31   ]                     [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [               ] ------>>   ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
           [               ]                     [   service2    ]            
E   AAL1   [               ]   AAL2   I   AAL2   [   service3    ]   AAL2   E 
           [               ]                     [   service5    ]            
  <<------ [               ] <<------   <<------ [   service9    ] <<------   
           [               ]                     [   service31   ]            
exCepId 0x4019          inCepId 0x158   inCepId 0x14F           exCepId 0x153 
ClientCep 0x1           ClientCep 0x2   ClientCep 0x4           ClientCep 0x3 
ServerCep 0x5D         ServerCep 0x5C   ServerCep 0x5E         ServerCep 0x5F 
In Figure 16 it can be seen that only 13% of the input files were larger than 
200kb. In Figure 15 it can be seen that the execution time for an input file 
smaller than 200kb is less than 11 seconds. Combining these two proves 
that 87% of the input files are executed less than in 11 seconds. In addition, 
calculated median over all execution times is only 3 seconds.  
The execution time is of course hardware dependent. The tests were done 
in a basic Linux laptop and much more powerful hardware will be available 
soon. Thus the execution time will probably rather decrease than increase in 
the future. 
9 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The parser tool was implemented to give an answer to the research ques-
tion: How to visualize textual information describing a call? The answer is 
by drawing a context picture and keeping it up-to-date. The requirements for 
the appearance of the context picture were set in Figure 8. Comparing Fig-
ure 8 to Listing 29, both visualizing a reserve request, proves that the parser 
tool output fulfills the requirements. In addition, it removes the irrelevant in-
formation and shortens the file in most cases to less than 20 pages as 
shown in Table 15. 
 
 
 
 
 
Listing 52: Modify resource request 
Even if there is still quite some textual information in the output log, it is not 
actually needed when figuring out what happens in the call. Actually all text 
left in black in Listing 52 could be removed.  
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There is no need to remember the clientResourceIds or any cepIds or the 
location information. That is all information the parser tool uses to generate 
the context picture. Moreover, text left in black in Listing 52 provides an easy 
and fast way to check that the parser tool is working correctly. In addition, 
keeping the traces the same as in the input log enables the use of diff func-
tion for the input and output files. 
To be more precise as to how the parser tool actually visualizes the textual 
information, five items should be considered; identifying a termination for a 
request, extracting a service information from a bitmap, showing whole con-
text at all times, providing a stream mode and connection status in the 
graphical format.  
Without the parser tool numerous different identification numbers need to be 
kept in mind to be able to map a request to the termination. With the parser 
tool this information is all the time visible in the context picture and it is easy 
to see for which termination the request is for. However, the parser tool 
could be further improved by adding this information also to the context pic-
ture. This is further discussed in Chapter 9.2. 
The service information is received as a bitmap and it is extremely hard to 
see straight from it what services are in use. There exists a script for extract-
ing the service names, but with dozens of reserve and modify requests it 
takes time. Moreover, if going back and forth in the file it might be repeated 
several times for the same bitmap. With the parser tool the service names 
for each termination are available at all times, even when going back and 
forth in the file. It is also easy to compare two adjacent pictures and see 
which service has been added or removed. 
This leads to the third benefit; showing the whole context at all times, while 
the trace information only describes one termination at the time. When the 
services in the other termination are modified it is beneficial to see what the 
services actually are in another termination. Some services are needed as a 
pair and showing the whole context makes it easy to verify that the service 
exists in both terminations. 
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By showing the whole context at all times also means that the stream modes 
and connection status for all streams are seen all the time. Therefore it is 
easy to see if there is a through connection or not. With the input log file this 
would be much harder as can be understood by looking at Listings 30, 31, 
32 and 34. The first connection indication comes in the line 77 and other 
three between lines 190-204. However, since the stream mode for one con-
nection point is in send only mode (set in reserve request in the line 108), 
there is no through connection until the stream mode is changed in the line 
411. Even if unneeded information were removed from the input log, there 
would still be a need to remember the stream modes, the connection status 
and cepIds for all four connection points. 
Now when the research question: How to visualize textual information de-
scribing a call? has baan answered, it should also be asked: Why to visual-
ize textual information of a call? The answer to the how-question also partly 
answered the why-question. The visualization makes it is easier and much 
faster to get an overall picture of what goes on in a call. Moreover, it makes 
easier to spot problems, such as receiving two similar modify requests, see-
ing that there is no through connection, ensuring that the correct services 
are reserved or finding if commands are received in a wrong order. It has al-
ready been seen that the parser tool helps directing the trouble reports to 
the correct load module and reducing the number of incorrect trouble re-
ports. The use of the parser tool might also help solving test problems in the 
future. 
The feedback from the users of the parser tool has been only positive. They 
felt that they understand the overall picture of the call easier and faster from 
the visualized output file than the textual input file. However, as always with 
new tools, some persons have found it difficult even to try it out. To solve 
this problem, the parser tool will be added to the test commander tool, which 
will include the output file from the parser tool automatically to the trouble 
reports in the future. 
The development and test phase of the parser tool has proved that Pypars-
ing provides easy maintainability and high tolerance for grammar changes. 
This is important since the format of traces varies and changes over time. 
Moreover, someone else might be responsible of the maintenance of the 
tool in the future. The tests also proved that the performance of the tool is 
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WARNING: Not all needed information was given by TE log, JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ 
some assumptions were done! 
Script READY! Check results from HK89302_parsed.txt 
[2009-08-12 07:35:19.040] 002100/dspF TRACE6:*RELEASE_REQ*  
clientResourceId 0x101B,serverResourceId 0x1,[5,4,99][1,0,99][1,0,99], JJJJ 
time 0x71CB4328 
                  T4                    
              002100/dspF               
        clientResourceId 0x101C         
                                        
           [   service0    ]            
  ------>> [   service1    ] ------>>   
           [   service2    ]            
E   AAL2   [   service3    ]   AAL2   I 
           [   service5    ]            
  <<------ [   service9    ] <<------   
           [               ]            
exCepId 0xB4             inCepId 0xBA 
ClientCep 0x3           ClientCep 0x4 
ServerCep 0x25         ServerCep 0x24 
 
[2009-08-12 07:35:19.048] 002100/dspF TRACE6:*RELEASE_REQ*  
clientResourceId 0x101C, serverResourceId 0x2,[5,4,99][1,0,99][1,0,99], 
time 0x71DF0666 
 
[2009-08-12 07:35:19.052] 002100/dspF TRACE2:MsfRiDisconnectInd received.  
serverCepId 0x24 
ERROR: Current termination could not be defined, so no picture update. 
highly acceptable. Calculated median over all execution times was only 3 
seconds and 87% of the trouble reports used in testing were executed in 
less than 11 seconds and even with the largest input file the execution took 
only a bit over 2 minutes. 
9.1 Reliability and Validity Considerations 
The parser tool was tested with 55 input files from recent authentic trouble 
reports. The correctness of the context pictures in the output logs was 
manually checked. Moreover, the parser tool prints an error message, if it is 
not able to map a request to any existing termination. An example can be 
seen in Listings 53 and 54. 
 
 
Listing 53: Parser tool output with an error message 
 
 
Listing 54: Console information when error messages were found during the execution 
In this case an error message is caused by receiving the release request be-
fore the disconnect request. The parser tool deletes the termination and also 
the context when there are no terminations left in it. Therefore, it cannot map 
serverCepId 0x24 anymore to T4. 
However, new features were added to the tool, when an input file for a new 
trouble report did not work. Sometimes these changes could cause troubles 
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with some input file of the old trouble report. Therefore, a really simple re-
gression test environment was created. Running the regression test pro-
duces a text file, which lists the status of all executed trouble reports. How-
ever, the error status is the warning the parser returns seen in Listing 54 and 
the output files needs to be manually checked. 
Therefore, even with the regression test environment there is a risk that a fix 
for a new trouble report could cause problems with some old ones. To pre-
vent this from happening, the error checking and error reporting in the parser 
tool as well as the regression test environment should be improved. 
However, the tool has been tested with a large scale of different input files 
and it is now used by several persons. The tool seems to be working for the 
most of the files and since it is used by several persons also any new prob-
lems would be rapidly indicated. The next chapter will consider limitations of 
the tool, for example there were problems with five trouble reports and future 
improvements such the error checking and reporting. 
9.2 Limitations and Future Improvements 
The parser tool now works for many different call types. However, there are 
still some limitations; some services would require some additional keywords 
(as in the trouble reports HL44865 and HL45256) and some handover calls 
do not behave as expected (as in the trouble reports HL44382 and 
HL46331). Moreover, the tool works only in Linux, since the Pyparsing mod-
ule is missing from UNIX environment. 
In addition to the limitations there would be a need for some future im-
provements. Some needs for improvements were found out during the de-
velopment and testing phase and others in unstructured interviews of the 
users of the parser tool. Table 22 lists these improvements and fixes to 
known limitations in prioritized order. The prioritization was done based on 
the importance (how big an effect the feature has, one TR, some TRs, many 
TRs) and cost (how much time it takes to implement the feature). 
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 Improvement Priority Cost Source 
1. Enable using the parser tool in UNIX envi-
ronment. 
High High Interview 
(Järvinen) 
2. Fixing handover calls (HL44382 and 
HL46331) 
High Moderate Test failure 
3. Adding explanations for the context picture 
elements in the beginning of the output file 
High Low Interview 
(Lupini) 
4. Improving error reporting High Low Jaakola 
5. Adding the parser tool into the Test com-
mander tool 
High Low Jaakola 
6. Adding deviceId to the header field of the 
context picture 
Moderate Low Interview 
(Forss) 
7. Removing external duplicatedCep informa-
tion from the footer of the context picture 
Low Low Interview 
(Forss) 
8. Adding wrapper around the parser tool, 
which would remove the manual environment 
setup 
High Moderate Interview 
(Järvinen) 
9. Adding a description of the service type in 
the context picture 
High Moderate Interview 
(Kaila) 
10. Adding information, which termination com-
mand is for to the context picture 
Moderate Moderate Jaakola 
11. Adding support for having more than three 
terminations in one context 
Moderate Moderate Interview 
(Forss) 
12. Adding support for unsupported devices 
(HL44865 and HL45256) 
Moderate Moderate Test failure 
13. Improving regression test Moderate Moderate Jaakola 
14. Improving error checking Moderate High Jaakola 
15. Updating the overall call structure picture to 
show the status 
Moderate High Jaakola 
16. Transfer some numerical parameter informa-
tion into textual format. 
Low Moderate Interview 
(MPD team) 
17. Improving error recovery algorithm Low Moderate Jaakola 
 Adding support for MGw control devices to 
the parser tool 
? High Jaakola 
Table 22: Future improvements for the parser tool 
The known limitations are improvements 1, 2,and 12. Improvement 3 means 
adding information presented in Figure 12 at the beginning of the output file. 
Users of the tool saw it useful to have an explanation at the beginning of the 
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output file as to how the stream modes and connection indication are shown 
in the context picture. 
The improvements 4, 14 and 17 are all about error handling. The error re-
porting should be automated; if an error is found an email should be auto-
matically sent to the tool responsible. Moreover, the error checking should 
be improved in order to get full benefit of automatic error reporting. Since the 
tool is still further developed the regression test environment should also be 
improved to see that the legacy works. 
Improvements 5 and 8 are automation; helping people to use the parser tool, 
either by adding it into the test commander tool or building a wrapper around 
it taking care of setting up the environment. The test commander tool will in-
clude the output file from the parser tool automatically to the trouble reports 
in the future. 
The improvements 6, 7, 9, 10, 15 and 16 are additions to the context picture 
information. DeviceId should be added in header information to easily map 
resourceId and deviceId together. Since duplicated Cep is always on the in-
ternal side that information could be removed from the external side. The 
service names in the termination could be changed to specify the exact ser-
vice type. Moreover, it would be nice to see from the context picture for 
which termination the command is for without needing to compare the Ids 
from the trace to the context picture. In addition, the picture of the overall call 
structure could also show the status, if already connected parts of the pic-
ture had a green font. 
Improvement 11 was pointed out in interviews; there might be calls, where 
there are more than three terminations in one context, even if there has not 
been such input log yet.  
Chapter 8.3.1 presented how the test information can be used for error re-
covery. However, the algorithm used is a very basic one and could be im-
proved. Since this happens only when there is test information missing (for 
one trouble report so far) the priority is set low. 
The last improvement proposal does not have any priority set. The tool is 
seen to be very useful and it works now with all devices in Media Stream 
Board (except data services). It would be also useful for control devices in 
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MGw, however major changes in grammar as well as pythonParser module 
would be needed. Therefore, the decision for this improvement is needed 
from the product management. 
10 SUMMARY 
The objective to this thesis was to answer to the research question: How to 
visualize textual information describing a call? The thesis project itself was 
a proof of a concept type of project; the results would determine the future of 
the tool. The thesis included two parts. In the first part the different ways of 
implementing a parser tool were researched and in the second part the 
parser tool was implemented and tested. 
For the first part a desk research on how to implement the parser tool was 
performed. Two different approaches to implement the parser tool were 
found: implementing also the actual parser part from scratch or using an ex-
isting parser generator. The first approach was soon rejected and four 
parser generators, YACC and LEX, Pyparsing, ANTRL and Spirit, were 
taken into closer analysis. 
Based on desk research Pyparsing seemed to be the most promising ap-
proach to build the parser tool with, mainly because of the unique way to 
handle the parse results. Moreover, it seemed to provide easy maintainabil-
ity and high tolerance for grammar changes. It also had good documentation 
and the experiments proved that the active support through the mailing list 
was available. The only concern left was whether the Pyparsing would be 
fast enough for the application. 
The answer to the research question How to visualize textual information 
describing a call? is by drawing a context picture and keeping it up-to-date. 
To be more precise how the parser tool actually visualizes the textual infor-
mation, five items should be considered; identifying a termination for a re-
quest, extracting a service information from a bitmap, showing whole context 
at all times, providing a stream mode and connection status in the graphical 
format.  
The development and test phase of the parser tool proved that Pyparsing 
provides easy maintainability and high tolerance for grammar changes. The 
tests also proved that the performance of the tool was highly acceptable. 
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Calculated median over all execution times was only 3 seconds and 87% of 
the trouble reports used in testing were executed less than 11 seconds. 
Moreover, even with the largest input file the execution took only slightly 
over 2 minutes.  
The users found that the visualization made it easier and much faster to get 
an overall picture what was going on in a call. In addition, they felt that it 
made it easier to spot problems, e.g. seeing that there was no through con-
nection or ensuring that the correct services were reserved. Moreover, it was 
proved that the parser tool helped directing the trouble reports to the correct 
load module and reducing the number of incorrect trouble reports. In the fu-
ture the use of the parser tool might also help solving test problems.  
The parser tool is now used by several persons and there is a plan to inte-
grate it to the test commander tool, which will include the output file from the 
parser tool automatically to the trouble reports in the future. All in all the tool 
has been a success. 
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Forss Henrik, Senior Developer, Ericsson. Interview 26 March 2010. 
Discussing user experiences and future improvements 
He is mostly satisfied with the tool; uses it now regularly. However, he 
pointed out that there might be more than three terminations in one context 
and in that case the context picture should be modified to fit all needed in-
formation. He also gave two minor comments for the context picture: adding 
deviceId to the header field of the context picture and removing external du-
plicatedCep information from the footer of the context picture 
Järvinen Jussi, Senior Developer, Ericsson. Interview 26 March 2010. 
Discussing user experiences and future improvements 
He is mostly satisfied with the tool; tool has helped to solve trouble reports. 
However, he has UNIX operating system and sees the overhead (logging to 
Linux, starting Clearcase, setting correct Python version) for running the 
script too big. 
Kaila Eeva, Experienced Developer, Ericsson. Interview 12 February 2010. 
Discussing user experiences and future improvements 
She is mostly satisfied with the tool; however she is not actively using it, 
since she is not working in the MSB area at the moment. 
She pointed out that service types (internal or external) should be added in 
the context picture. 
Lupini Lorenzo, Senior Developer, Ericsson. Interview 23 March 2010. 
Discussing user experiences and future improvements 
He is extremely satisfied with the tool; it has helped him to solve several 
trouble reports faster and easier (e.g. HL44669 and HL57886) He suggested 
to explanations for the context picture elements in the beginning of the out-
put file. 
MPD Team, Ericsson. Interview 30 September 2009. 
The hand parser output log in Figure 17 was introduced to the team. 
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 Figure 17: Hand parsed output log 
Mostly the team was satisfied, the issues pointed out were: 
! Having services in defined order inside the termination  
! The parser tool should work for all devices (excluding data devises) 
! Traces should be in similar format than in the input log, since they 
are familiar to the team. Moreover, diff can be then used for input 
and output logs to compare them. 
! Transfer some numerical parameter information into textual format. 
(for example telling which direction tone is played, instead of having 
it only as numeric parameter) This one was seen out of the scope 
for the thesis, but it is included in future improvements. 
[2009-08-07 10:47:08.076] *RESIF_RESERVE_REQ* for T1  
 
      000600/dsp1/dssId0/devId0            
 
                  T1 
           [  service31   ]  
  -------> [              ] -------| 
           [              ] 
E    AAL1  [              ]   AAL2     I 
           [              ]             
  <------- [              ] |-------   
           [              ]             
 
 
upCep 0x3FE2     0x262   upCep 0x0020 
clientCep 0x1            clientCep 0x2 
serverCep 0x8            serverCep 0x7 
 
 
 
[2009-08-07 10:47:08.076] *RESIF_RESERVE_REQ* for T2  
 
       000600/dsp1/dssId0/devId0                 002000/dsp2/dssId0/devId0 
 
                  T1                                       T2 
            [  service31  ]                         [  service0   ] 
  --------> [             ] --------|     --------> [  service1   ] -------->   
            [             ]                         [  service9   ] 
E    AAL1   [             ]   AAL2     I     AAL2   [  service31  ]   AAL2    E 
            [             ]                         [             ] 
  <-------- [             ] |--------     <-------- [             ] <--------  
            [             ]                         [             ] 
 
 
upCep 0x3FE2     0x262   upCep 0x0020     upCep 0x0023   0x1ACC   upCep 0x0024 
clientCep 0x1            clientCep 0x2    clientCep 0x2           clientCep 0x1 
serverCep 0x8            serverCep 0x7    serverCep 0x7           serverCep 0x8 
